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urphy resigns from
UOP position

Election to decide funding
Robert Gale
News Editor

Murphy resigned as
mauager of ASUOP on
ASUOPController Becky
has been appointed acting
manager until the position
's resignation was the
an apparent disagreement
IMethl~r the responsibilities of
manager should include
students. ASUOPPresident
Vu stated in a press release,
time were Ms. Murphy's
or integrity in question."
to Vu, Murphy's resignaaccepted "because a recent
by the University's internal
revealed that appropriate
of fmancial management
IIIIJ()(Uillg were not being meL"
Hlla.dd~~."The primary responthe general manager is to
reliable financial managefiscal information on a

Since 1908

timely basis." Vu later said that before~ new business manageris hired,
the JOb descriptions of ASUOP's
pro~essional staff will be rewritten to
c~~fy that advising is the responsibihty of the leadership development
specialist.
Murphy commented that she had
alw.ay~. maintained an "open door
policy that brought her into contact
with students as an advisor. Murphy
said that although she was not forced
to resign, "if people lose confidence
in what you are doing, it is difficult to
stay around."
Murphy said that she will miss
the students the mosL "It was a very
difficult decision to leave the association," said Murphy. "There are
some extremely talented students
there."
Murphy, who was recently
married to University Chaplain Gary
Putnam, is planning to pursue a job
in Stockton and will continue to attend campus events. "I don't intend
to disappear from campus," she said.

A special election has been
called for this Tuesday. April 11 to
determine the way constituent
schools are funded by ASUOP. If
passed, Amendment 3.3 would
change the formula ASUOP uses to
fund constituent schools from the
present sliding scale system to a flat
rate of $30 per student.
Although all of the constituent
schools would receive more money
under the constitutional amendment,
only the Associated Students of
Phannacy (ASP) and the Conservatory Student Senate (CSS) have taken
a stand in favor of it.
A forum will be held in the
McCaffrey Center at noon on Monday, April I0 to allow supporters and
opponents of the amendment to
address the student body. Polling will
take place on Tuesday in the McCaffrey Center, the School of Pharmacy
and the dining halls.
Constituent school funding has
been an ongoing issue between
ASUOP and the University's eight

How funding would change:
School

Students

Currently
rate
total

408
135
355
68
css
125
1,244
COPA
OASIS
135
SASPBA
496

$23.10
24.97
24.10
24.96
25.03
12.98
24.97
21.27

$9,425
3,370
8,555
1,697
3,128
16,141
3,370
10,547

$12,240
4,050
10,650
2,040
3,750
37,320
4,050
14,880

Total

$18.96 $56,237

$88,950

ASP
ASSE
AES
UCSA

2,966

-

constituent school student organizations. In the past week, the proposed
amendment has been the subject of
sharp disagreements and political
mud-slinging.
On Monday night, several sbJdent government leaders distributed
a flyer encouraging voters to oppose
the amendment. Supporters of the

A grilled at Speaker's Forum

'ttuJmer,ous srudent complaints
and the audience several
lrtsorte:d to booing and laughAfhllouJ;~h not all of the students
forum satisfied, the ARA
stated that they would look
of the concerns raised and
make the students of UOP
Klink, resident district c
for ARA, began the forum ~
IODe:nina remarks that referred ·g
0..
and complaints brought 1
students through the Senate's i
boxes. Although visibly ~
Klink addressed numerous ~
concerns including product ~
promotions, and new comAdam Roybal, Joel Perez, Stefanie Chappell and Scott Edwards line up to voice their concerns to ARA managers.

campus."
Board rate concerns
u·~~n,. ••• Sienna Yoshida raised
lf'll1cem that board rates would
drastically as soon as the
guaranteeofnoincreaseexThe question was referred to
dining service contract
"'l.'ll-•~-, who stated that the

amendment responded with an anonymous flyer naming the leaders
and attacking their policies.
According toASPPresident Dan
Cariddi, the amendment was born
out of their frustration over lack of
funding from ASUOP. He cited difficulties during the summer when the
School ofPhannacy is in session but

Fennell named as
provost candidate
Dr. Lee C. Fennell, interim academic vice president at UOP for the
past 13 months, will be a third candidate to be interviewed for the position of Provost and Chief Academic
Officer.
Fennell, who has been with the
University since 1968, joined the
faculty as an assistant professor of
political science. He was serving as
assistant academic vice president and
University registrar at the time of the
departure of Academic Vice President Oscar Jarvis in January, 1988.
He was named interim academic vice
president at that time.
Two other candidates are also
being considered for the post: Dr.

managers addressed
about the quality and selecfood, the quality of service,
possibility of future board

He stressed thatARAlistens
to srudent input and is
1o satisfy the students.
listed the brand-name
that ARA uses as evidence
commitment to quality. "We
quality brands," he said.
has 'X' on the box."
Klink's opening remarks,
was opened for questions to
of Klink and other

With $~0
flat rate

ASUOP's services are cut back.
ariddi said thatASPhas been forced
C
to raise one-third ofits budget through
fundraisers. He also expressed frustration with the ASUOP Senate
saying, ''We haven't been able tog~
ASUOP to understand our problems."
Ed Horley, a senator of the Associated Engineering Students
(AES), said that engineering students,
who also attend during the summer,
are "in the same boat as pharmacy."
Horley said that AES is in favor of
changing the sliding scale but does
not support a flat rate. "It's good that
it got people off their asses," said
Horley, "but it's definitely not the
right way to go."
ASUOP, who would have to
allocate $32,712 more to constiruent
schools (an increase of 58 percent),
has led the campaign against the
amendment According to former
ASUOP President Eric Kjeldgaard,
if the amendment were passed,
ASUOP would be forced to discontinue funding clubs and intramural
sports in order to give more money to
(See ELECTION, back page)

board rate paid to ARAby the University is set for three years, but that
housing rates for students will increase a small percentage every year.
Urbanowitz followed the question and dispelled the claim thatARA
would be operating at a loss by the
fourth year." ARAis not a non-profit
organization," saidUrbanowitz. "We
plan to make a profit." He added that
although they won't make money
the first year, they will the second,
saying, "We wouldn't be here if we
weren't going to make a buck."
Urbanowitz also stated that all
rate increases must be agreed upon
by ARA and the University.
Concerns over quality
Numerous students gave examples of their encounters with food
they considered to be of low quality.
The most striking example was from
freshman Roksana Badkoubei' who
brought in a plate of broccoli with
mud in it that she had been given at
dinner that evening.
Fries' response to this was that
while dining at Shannon's, she and a
friend found a spider in their salad
but, "we didn't make a fuss about it
because we were having a very nice

lunch."
Urbanowitz answered Badkoubei's demonstration and other
related questions throughout the
evening by stating that if students
find something they do not like, they
should find him or another manager
so the problem can be taken care of
immediately. "I want you to come
tell me because I don't want the
person behind you to get the same
thing," he said. Urbanowitz also
reminded students that the staff cannot catch every little thing because
there is so much food to prepare and
sometimes something gets by.
Cappoccoli reiterated Urbanowitz 's point by saying, "If we don't
know [about a problem], how can we
do anything about it." StudentAcsa
Hitchens remarked that it was not the
students' responsibility to do ARA's
quality control while paying so much
for the food. Urbanowitz responded
by saying, "At breakfast we serve
three meats, eggs, everything else.
At lunch, three entrees,full salad bar,
desserts, beverages. At dinner, even
more-and youfoundbrownletruce?
That's pretty good." Hitchens defended herself by stating that a lot of

people depend on salad as the main
part of their meal.
Several students commented
after the forum that they didn't feel
that all of the quality control duties
should be placed on the students and
that answers of"tell us" were used as
blanket responses.
Health concerns
Steve Brokaski, student and
residentassistant, stated, "SinceARA
has taken over, 90 percent of my residents have lost five to 10 pounds and
they actually dread going into the
dining hall to see what they have
paid six or seven dollars for." He also
stated that a lot of people have rurned
to eating just salads because the entrees are unappealing and that he has
also lost weight.
Klink's response was, "Certain1y, if they've lost six or seven
pounds.. .it may be a virus or something." His answer, although not
intended to be humorous, was met
with laughter by the audience. Klink
suggested that they make an appointment with the dietician, saying,
"Maybe they need to go on a special
diet...maybe they don't know they
(see ARA. page 3)

John S. Haller, Jr., vice chancellor
for academic affairs at the Univezsity of Colorado at Denver, and Dr.
Robert P. Lewis, vice president for
academic affairs and dean of faculties at Roosevelt University in Chicago.
President Bill L. Atchley has
indicated that other candidates may
be interviewed before the selection
process is completed.
Fennell received his bachelor of
science degree in journalism, his
master of arts with a major in political science and his Ph.D. degree in
political science, all from the University of Florida

RHA fee hike delayed
Sara Schroeder
AssL News Editor

A fee increase proposed by the
Residence Hall Association (RHA}
to benefit RHA and the residence
halls will be delayed until the 199091 school year, according to Director
of Residential Life Staff Programs
Greta Henglein.
The current residential activity
fee, which is $10 per student per
semester, has not been increased since
1971. The fee is allocated to give $8
directly to the student's residence
hall, $1 to RHA, and 50 cents each to
the RHA Education fund and to the
Residential Life Education Fund,
which sponsors events such as Wellness Week and Crime Prevention
programming.
The recommended increase to
$15 would provide $10 to the residence hall, $3 to RHA, and $1 to
each of the education funds. Because there are not as many residents
from which to receive funds, some of
the smaller quad dorms have a difficult time producing worthwhile programming on the same level as the
larger residence halls.
The change has been under consideration since last summer. RHA
recently held an advisory vote to
determine student attitude on the

issue. Of the 400 students who participated, 120 voted against the
measure, a number which concerned
Henglein. She would like to try the
vote again in the fall, utilizing the
proper channels of publicity and
voting procedures that she feels were
not used this year.
Stan Green, director of housing,
said that any fee increase would have
to be brought up before the Housing
Policy Committee well in advance.
At the time the issue was brought to
his attention this year, it was too late
to make any changes because fee
materials for next year had already
been sent to the printer.
Green not only supports the increase, but feels that an increase to
$20 rna be warranted.
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news
·In the news
New Regent named•••RobenE. Ferguson, a San Joaquin Valley
fanner for more than 40 years, has been selected to the University of the
Paciftc Board ofRegents. Ferguson was named to fill a vacancy on the 36member Board during the Regents' spring meeting on March 14.
Ferguson, a Stockton resident born and raised in Lodi, graduated
from UOP in 1941 following three years at Stanford University. A
navigat(x for Pan American Airways during World War II, he returned
to the family farm after the war and later became president of Ferguson
Farms Inc.
Ferguson, 71, has grown field crops ranging from alfalfa and sugar
beets to com. green tomatoes and safflower on his farm, located on
Union Island 20 miles southwest of Stockton.
A member of the Bank of Stockton's board of directors, Ferguson
is also president of South Delta Water Agency and chairman of Union
Island Reclamation District No. 2. He is also a trustee for the California Historical Society and the Haggin Museum, and is a member of the
Yosemite Club and Commercial Exchange Club.
Flutist wins performance competition•.•MoniqueLedoux,
a sophomore majoring in flute perfonnance, recently won the Conservatory's 1989 Outstanding Student Performance Competition.
A music scholarship student, Ledoux is extremely active as a perConner with the University's Chorus, Symphony Orchestra, Symphonic
W'md Ensemble and various instrumental chamber music ensembles. In
addition to flute, Ledoux plays piccolo, oboe and piano.
Ledoux graduated from St. Mary of the Valley High School in
Beaverton, Ore., where she participated in orchestra and chorus. She
also perfonned with the Portland Youth Philharmonic and the Greater
PQrtland Flute Society.

Ealey to lead East Africa trip
Kirsten Miles
Slaff Writer

The thought of going to summer
school may really get you down, but
how does a two week class in East
Africa sound? This summer, UOP
Black Studies professor Mark Ealey
and 20 students and community
members will tour Egypt, Ethiopia,
Kenya and Tanzania.
On July 8-25, the entourage will
visit urban and rural population
centers and villages and game centers. The trip will provide the students with opportunities to communicate with the African people and
they will learn about Africa's culture
and its ties to the people of the United
States. Ealey, who has conducted 13
previous expeditions to Africa, hopes

Slaft'Wriler

its placeof meeting to the McCaffrey Center downstairs meeting room on
Fridays from 3 to 4:30p.m. This group is co-sponsored by the Health and
Counseling Centers. For more information call 946-2225.

AIESEC sends student to Hong Kong •••LauraJimenez was
matched by the AIESEC International Congress with a year-long marketing position with mM in Hong Kong. Jimenez, who is currently a COP
senior majoring in international relations, will begin her internship this
July.
AIESEC is a French acronym that represents Associated International Students in Economics and Business. It is a nonprofit organization
run by and for students in 67 different countries.
Each AIESEC chapter locates local jobs for foreign students, and
gives the job to the International Congress where jobs are matched with
applicants. The chapter is then given an opportunity for an overseas job
for each connection they make. ''The purpose of AIESEC is to promote
global mtderstanding," said Jimenez. "As AIESEC members become
international business leaders they will understand the customs and
culture of other countries, hopefully resulting in a better understanding,
and a better business relationship."
AIESEC also runs an on~ampus library containing pertinent information about other cultures. The AIESEC library is located in the Bechtel,..
International Center.
English major career seminar•••Sigma Tau Delta English
Honors Society is sponsoring a careers seminar for English majors
ton~ghtat 7 in the Gold Room. Presentations will be given by Craig Wells,
asststant director of the Career Planning and Placement Center, Linda
Johnson, director of the COP Co-Op/Internship Program, and Carol
Benson, news director of KTRB-AM. Wme and cheese will be served.
Students and faculty of all disciplines are welcome.

California Job Journai•••The Pacijican brings another source
for the student job search to the UOP Campus this week in the form of the
~aliform_a Job Jour.nal (CJJ). CJJ is a bi-weekly publication providing
mfonnauon of avrulable employment opportunities across California
with an emphasis on the nonhero part of the state.
Job categories range from administration/management to science research. The publication also includes infonnation in columns and articles
concerning the job search an<l tips for employment or employment trends.
The first issue of CJJ was distributed last Thesday, April4. Future CJJs
wiD be available on every other Thesday. The next issue is April18.

Special Olympics.. .Sludent volunteers are needed to help OUl
with the Special Olympics Track and Field Meet to be held at Delta
College on Friday, Aprill4. Contact Kathy Klein in the Athletic Department

Afric~'vrhecontinentofAJricahas

the trip will help students "get rid of
the distorted notions they have about
Africans." Ealey explained that many

a lot of things we use. It has most of
the mineral wealth in the world, such
as uranium, gold and diamonds,"
stated Ealey.
Mostimportantly,Ealey believes
that the Africa expedition wiD help
students gain an intercultural awareness. Students wiD be able to interact
with people in different countries
and get an idea of the African perspective of the U. S. and the rest of
the world.
The entourage will be staying in
hotels most of the time. Ealey has
connections in Africa and hopes that

the group will be able to stay
families whenever possible. --v,.,.• ..,.
that staying with families is
the height of the trip,
enables students to interact .. '"'I~'IPI
and learn more about their
According to Ealey, most or
people are quite hospitable.
The trip is limited to 20
however, openings still remain.
pending on the number of
going, the cost is "'-'•'""""'"'.J',JUJ,_.
includes air travel, two meals
lodging and all
transportation. A deposit of
required immediately. Studenq
receive two to four units of
credit. For more information
Mark Ealey in the Del>artrneNir.ld~ZJ:t•
Black Studies at 946-2245.

UOP gears up for Founders Day
Tom Mills

Diabetes group change•••Diabetes Suppon Group has moved

people expect Africans to be primitive, backwards and poor, when many
of them are actually quite wealthy
and lead very modem lifestyles.
Ealey believes the students on
the trip wiD get an idea of how much
the United States is connected with

An all-University convocation,
a luncheon, an afternoon symposium,
and a buffet and ball will take place
during the daylong 1989 Founders
Day celebration on April14.
Founders Day was re-established last year to coincide with the
inauguration of President Atchley.
Atchley said about the reestablishment of Founders Day, "I felt that an
institution such as UOP, being the
oldest in California and the oldest
west of the Mississippi River, should
be proud of its heritage."
During last year's ceremonies,
Burns Tower was re-lit. Atchley
stated, "We re-established the lighting in the tower on Founders Day as
a symbol of education throughout
the valley."
Atchley also expressed enthusiasm for this year's ceremonies. "I
think it's a splendid program," said
Atchley. "We have a committee of
faculty and students working on a
great Founders Day. I hope it will
become more and more of a tradition."
The day will begin with a convocation at 11 a.m. During the convocation, President Atchley will
address the students, faculty, staff
and guests. It is anticipated that
Atchley will give a "State of the
University" address. He will then
recognize certain members of several honor societies.
The convocation will be followed by a Founders Day luncheon.
During the luncheon, Stanford University professor George Knoles will
address those attending.
The luncheon will take place in
the Grace Covell Dining Hall and
students will be able to use their meal
cards. The luncheon will be followed by a symposium featuring
three nationally recognized teacher/
scholars. The symposium, entitled
"Teaching and Scholarship: Integrated Commibnents to Learning,"
will include 1988-89 National Pro-

fessor of the Year, Dr. John King
Roth, who is a professor of philosophy at Claremont McKenna College
and the Claremont Graduate School.
Donaly Mclntyne, professor ofgeology at Pomona College, and Deborah L. Best, associate professor of

psychology at Wake Forest University, will also speak.
Thesymposiwn will also include
discussion groups in which each
speaker will answer questions. The
theme of the symposium concurs
recent faculty discussions dealing

(see, FOUNDERS, page 3)
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UPBEAT's happy campers

Two years of work stolen

Outdoor Rec stresses fun

An Apple computer,
drive and box of a 12 disks is
'-111~"'1!> from the office of Dr.
Cox, professor of English.
Knoles Hall office was
into dwing spring vacaWhile the loss of the comis frustrating, he is particudevastated over the missing
which contain all his
,..,otDJLl~, correspondence and ·g
. ove~ the past two years. j
IS anxrous to get the disks §
with no questions asked. ~
·-...nvu''"' with information regard- it
the computer and disks should S
-.. ~~~~w"~ the English department ~
at 946-2121.

Susie Brooks
Staff Writer

Do you feel trapped in Stockton? Need a way to get out? Have no
fear, "Outdoor Wreck" is here!
Outdoor Recreation, an UPBEATcommittee, is an organization
open to UOP students who are interested in having some fun planning
and going on exciting trips. Some of
the activities that "Outdoor Wreck"
has put on are various ski trips,
camping in Yosemite, traveling to
the Monterey Bay Aquarium and
whale watching. An upcoming event
that is already full is a trip to Great
America.
The "Wreck" committee, composed of about 20 dedicated members, is a varied group of poople all
with the same goal -- to have fun.
They call themselves "commandos"
instead of committee members. Their
enthusiastic meetings are the breeding ground for the ideas that develop
into projects that all students can
enjoy.
Kim Austin, the"fearless leader"
of"Outdoor Wreck," keeps the group
on track. Austin has been the head of
Outdoor Recreation for two years,
and has turned a struggling organization into a booming success.
When she took the position,
Austin was told if she could not make

§

ebate team goes to Nationals

nt::IVI,...,

UOP's Forensics Team captured
place sweepstakes award at
District I National Qualifying
~lllilalrnamtent held at UOP on March
and 12. The team defeated 24
universities by accumulating
'-'UIIIIQU!illll~sweepstakes points based on the
'-UIIIICildlllbd of individual team members
Pacific.
Based on prior tournament recand awards won at the District c
tJrnamertt, UOP has qualified six ~
members in 13 events for the D..
-~
Forensics Association I
Individual Events Tournato be held in Fargo, N. D. this

munication analysis, sixth in expository, and was a semifinalist in persuasive.
The tournament marks the conclusion of the forensics season with
only Nationals remaining. The team
competed at 11 tournaments during
the season. Underscoring the team's
record in swee stakes competition is
the fact that UOP won six sweepstakes awards out of eight tournaments that offered a sweepstakes
competition.

OUNDERS
Student representative for the
Day Committee Laura
said that it is "a time when we
join together as faculty and stu" Gooier added, "I think it's a
idea. I really hope a lot of
come ouL The more you
aboutwhereyou'reat, the more
fner.~hio you will have for your

toalloftheday'sevents. Goolersaid
about past student attendance, "Last
year on Founders Day it was very
minimal."
A$7 admission will be charged

to the general public for the luncheon, while the buffet/ball will cost
$25 for the general public, $20 for
faculty and staff, and $10 for the
students.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The panel stated that delays in
and replacing items that
out are a result of "batch cook" a method used by ARA to serve
"hot off the grill" and eliminate
by only cooking what they
when they need iL Klink streSsed
J."'LOecause ARA is new on campus,
are still learning what is popular
. as time goes on, needed amounts
be figured out.

IG BLUE BOX

IL_________

Thursday, April6, in the
McCaffrey Center

-----------~

A Student Loan Company
As Unique As You Are.
~th a name like Educaid

Pllltn:ueafrom page 1)
an allergy."
Several people brought up conregarding the lack of vegetarentrees or the fact that the vegeentrees do not constitute meals.
panel responded that the entrees
there and that they are designed
as main dishes. Cappoccoli
reviewed all of the menus and
they all have suitable vegeentrees.
Student Scott Edwards asked
ARAis not using the old recipes
menu cycles that were successbefore. Klink agreed that new
should be phased in more
and said that ARA is using
of the ''UOP" recipes. Klink
that ARA is new and not
what the students like, but he
Edwards' point that the
food service had already
through the trial and error proc-

meetings and sees a miXed group of'
students going through an agenda
and getting things done successfully.
Austin notes, "The meecinp '
started out with me doing stand-up •
comedy; now they're more like group
"improv sessions" but we get everything done and done well!"
As committee member Louise
Ito said, "Even if I have the absolute
worst day, I can come here and have
some fun."

CLASS OF 19 SENIOR GIFT
VOTE F
YO
CHOICE

:a::

MarlinBates,asenior,hasquali- .91
for Nationals in expository, exUOP Forensics Team
MI!IIOranecms, impromptu and perLynne Stark, also a senior,
I Qualifier was described by Dr. Jon
also qualified in four events:
Schamber, director of forensics at
r~nunicaltion analysis, expository,
Pacific, as outstanding. UOP adlempor.meous and impromptu.
vanced seven students in semi-final
Bruce Anderson, a University
rounds of competition and five stustudent, has qualified in exdents into final rounds.
and persuasive. Danika
LynneStark won the fourth place
individual sweepstakes award by
a junior, has qualified in
taking third in communication analy.-mmumc:auc•nanalysis and exposisis, fourth in expository, fourth in exLeslie Peddicord, a sophomore,
Mike Traina, a freshman, qualitemporaneous and a semi-finalist
award in persuasive.
in duo dramatic interpretation.
DanikaOswald tookfirstincomThe team's record at the District

faculty, staff and the Stockton

the program work it would be abolished. Since that time, she has developed one of UPBEAT's least funded
committees into one of the most
popular, active and effective. One
look at the committee photo album,
filled with all the successful outings,
will attest to her success at nurturing
"Outdoor Wreck." ·
Rob Loevy, UPBEAT Films
Chair describes the committee as
wild, crazy and fun-loving, butAustin
looks at the seemingly disorganized

~---------------------------------,

J
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Daniel Quintero and John Cook break camp at Big Sur.

Educald knows you can't
there's only one thing we can walt for your money. You
need it~- From the moment
do-specialize in student
we receive your loan applicaloans. This makes Educaid
tion, we're fighting the clock
unique among student lenders. We've made a business of to get you your money fast.
Educald can save you
servicing students' special
money,
too. You don't pay
needs. It's all we do. That's
on
interest while
interest
why we're the best. And that's
you're
continually
enrolled in
why you can depend on us for
the
school.
Educaid
capitalizes
that special, personal touch
interest
(adds
it
to
the
princiwhen you need it.
pal) on your SLS only once~
"' gradua,ion.

See your Financial Aid Office.
If you're eligible for a Stafford
Loan (GSL) or an SLS, ask
for Educaid. Or give us a call:

'"
,
Sacramento: (916) 446-1626
Toli'Free in CA: (800) 443-7667
Outside CA: (800) 642-9955
3301 C Street, Suite 100-A
Sacramento, CA 95816
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editorial
Ainendment 3.3
is NOT the Answer
The problem with ASUOP constituent school funding has
finally reached a crisis point. After a few half-hearted negotiations
failed to produce a compromise between the parties at odds,
primarily ASUOP and the Associated Students of Pharmacy, the
ultimate power play has been initiated by the latter to supposedly
remedy the problem. This proposal, Amendment 3.3 is not, in our
judgement, a viable and equitable alternative to the status quo.
Oearly some changes must be made with the current structure
ASUOP uses to allocate funds to the constituent schools. A hard
look at the way ASUOP allocates funds in general is also in order.
Sounds simple enough. Both sides sit down and work out the
details like responsible student leaders. Wrong. Instead, like two
siblings squabbling over allowance money, they have created an
all or nothing situation resulting in more problems than solutions.
The campaigning both for and against the Amendment has
muddied the waters on both sides of the issue. ASUOP and their
supporters produced a flyer describing the proposal as "a desperate attempt to pass legislation by the vote of the student body,"
resulting in "violent cuts" in areas such as clubs and intramural
sports. Supporters of the amendment quickly countered with a
flyer that showed alternative areas for cuts- -namely committee
motivation, retreats and seminars. Unfortunately, the flyer was so
bungled that itlooked more like the Pharmacy School's infamous
Suppository underground newsletter.
Desperate acts are born of futile efforts and futile efforts are
a by-productoffrustration. Thus, this proposalforchange, Amendment 3.3, clearly is not a solution to the problem of constituent
school funding, but an act designed to get students' attention.
Funhermore, it is a product of damaged egos and personality
conflicts, a simple power play between combatants, not a pragmatic assessment of constructive change. We must vote "No" on
Amendment 3.3.
However, the emotional genesis of this amendment is not the
only reason for a "No" vote. The language of the amendment is
: enough to show how it will foster divisiveness among students.
, The amendment proposes to change the following existing lan: guage of the ASUOP Constitution, Section 3.3: "These govern, ance bodies [constituent school governments] administer the
I
·I Senate formula based funds received." In its place, the amendment
' will insert the following: "Each constituent school shall receive a
' flat rate fee of $30 per student." The problems with this change are
r
: reported on the first page of this issue.
,
The second change Amendment 3.3 calls for, and not even
, mentioned by either side, is even more profound. It would strike
:' the following from the Constitution: ''The constituent school
: funds are to provide programs and services which are consistent
•I with section 3.2." What is this reference to section 3.2 and why
I
: should it be eliminated?
Section 3.2 of the ASUOP Constitution reads: ''The purpose
:
I
: of a constituent school government is to represent and address the
: needs and interests of its students to the entire university commu: nity." The amendment does not incorporate any reference to the
:• sound policy stated in section 3.2. Does this mean that expendi: tures can be based on whatever pleases the constituent school
' officers in control? If not. then what purposes do the authors ofthe
amendment have in mind? This is an interesting question and the
best reason to vote "No" on Amendment 3.3.
While we can all agree that changes in the current ASUOP
budget process are needed, such drastic change is simply uncalled
for. Only by working together, and striving to insure that constituent schools are made to feel that they are a part of the student body,
can we achieve an equitable agreement based on the common
good of all UOP students. As that old cliche goes, united we stand,
divided we fall.

Letters to the Editor
YES on Amendment 3.3
Dear Editor,

The original intention of Amendment 3.3 was to negotiate an increase
in the budgets of constituent school
student governments. The writers
were hoping to receive an opportunity to resolve this issue over Spring
Break. Unfortunately the opportunity was never given to us, so we feel
our only hope for a solution is the
special election on April 11.
"Even though COPAhas not officially taken a stand on this proposed amendment, we feel that the
$30 flat rate fee is a justifiable figure
for all constituent schools with the
exception of COPA itself. We feel
this way because of the dramatic increase in our budget. If this amendment passes, it is our promise that we
will negotiate with ASUOP for a
more appropriate figure regarding
our budget," suggests Sam Maselli,
COPA president
"Because of the size of our
budget we were unable to sponsor
quite a few guest artists that would
have not only benefitted the university, but the Stockton community as
a whole," explained Mary McCarthy,
president of the Conservatory of
Music Student Senate. McCarthy
added, "We would use the extra
moneytosponsormoreoftheseguest

i
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Dear Editor,
If the constitutional amendment
of article 3.3 passes in the April 11
special election, it would increase
constituent school funding by
$32,713. We are afraid thatASUOP's
loss of these funds will have a severely negative effecton many of the
clubs, organizations, and programs
that we currently fund. ASUOP now
awards clubs $11,000, the intramuralsprogram $6,500,and the international programs and services $1 ,800.
If the amendment were to pass, with
our knowledge of the budget from
our membership on the Senate Finance Committee, we would no
longer be able to fund these programs. Ironically, this increase to the
constituent schools would severely
damage the programs of many other
groups on campus.
We understand and agree with
the reasoning behind the amendment
but this proposal in itself will actually only benefit one constituent
school. We believe that there are
other ways to change the funding
formula and solve the problems that
exist without such drastic and nega-

tive consequences.
The constituent school
dents advocating this amen<lmf'IJI
crying for more equality in
ing process. But with this
increase, half of the
schools would receive less
$700 increase while ..,,...,, ........
second largest constituent
would receive a $4,300 mCJreas,w
COPA's budget would be
by 230 percent, or $21,000.
this sound like equality?
US!!!
We ask you to vote NO
AMENDMENT 3.3. You, as
dents, should demand that
stituent school presidents and
tors sit down with us and
more sensible and equitable
to this problem. Don't let a ...,.. __ u..
lead you wrong for their own
With this amendment there
real winners, but all of us

losers.
If you want more mtC>flllllllliP 11....
about the amendment and its_...,..,~ .....please call either of us at 94ti-2231tee''~ ~
in person at the ASUOP
Kim

Coverage of Pharmacy Controversy Questioned
Grading procedures are established
by the individual professor for each
I feel compelled to comment on
course subject to review and approval
several issues raised in the March 16
by faculty members of the departissue of The Pacifican concerning
ment Most faculty follow 90, 80, 70,
The Suppository, an underground
60 percent as cutting points for the
paper currently being distributed in
respective
grades "A" through "F."
the School of Pharmacy. First, I want
A
second
point is that the article
to correct misstatements in the arimplied
that
recent
enrollment inticle concerning our accreditation
creases
in
the
School
are
the result of
review. The School of Pharmacy was
decisions
made
by
PresidentAtchley
reviewed by the American Council
and are motivated by his desire to
on Pharmaceutical Education in June
raise
more money for the University
1988. Based on this review, the
and
the
football program. While it
Council extended our accreditation
seems
to
be in vogte to blame the
for a full six year cycle. This is the
President for all things unpopular
ftrst time in the history of the minus
that happen at UOP, he has received
School that full cycle accreditation
a bum rap in this instance.
has been awarded.
The enrollment growth we have
The report of the accreditation
recently
experienced is solely the
review team contained absolutely no
result
of
rapid
increases in the numcomments about examination proceber
of
applications
for admission to
dures or academic standards like
the
professional
program.
Applicathose reported in The Pacifican.
from
tions
progressively
increased
Furthermore, there is no School pol243
in
1984
to
367
for
1988
and
this
icy that"A" grades now require a 95
in
corresponding
growth
in
resulted
percent score with [the] 90-95 perfirst
year
enrollments
from
108
to
cent range being reserved for the" A-."

Dear Editor,

ARA response medium rare
Dear Editor,

On behalf of the Pacifican staff, I would like to express our
appreciation to Gillian Murphy for her years of hard work and service as
ASUOP General Manager. Gillian's dedication and love for the University and the students was evident as she often went beyond the call of duty
to help whenever her assistance was needed. Gillian·s resignation is a
loss, not only to ASUOP, but to The Pacifican and other organizations
campus-wide.
Matt Okamoto
Editor in Chief

artists who also provide master
classes for conservatory students."
"The SchoolofPharmacy is concerned with the current funding situation. We sponsor and promote many
activities such as Hypertension Clinics, CPR courses, Blood Drives, computerized National Health Information Service, a full social calendar of
events, and a yearbook. Due to our
limited budget, we have had to supplement it with extensive fund-raising activities. Unfortunately we
cannot maintain this high level of
fund-raising and still serve our students' needs," said Dan Cariddi,ASP
President.
Considering the fact that within
one week we had well over the
amount required for this Special
Election on Apri111, we realize this
amendment is a concern for the entire university. If your constituent
school has not been mentioned, we
would like to inform you ofthe budget
increase your school will receive if
this amendment passes: ASSE$4050; AES-$10,650; OASIS$4050; SASBPA-$14,880. Thank
you for your time and consideration
with this issue. Please vote YES on
Tuesday, Aprilll.
Karen Ash
DanCasriddi
Mary McCarthy

NO on Amendment 3.3

On Wednesday, March 15, the
long awaited Speaker's Forum on
Dining Services was held pitting the
students against ARA. For many
students forced to eat in the dining
halls. it was a time to vent some longheld frustrations at the people supposedly responsible for the changes
and decreased quality offood served.
The ARA representatives were
subjected to many forms of criticism
and contempt, not to mention down
right hostility at times. On certain
occasions, ARA responses to questions or criticisms led to uncontrollable convulsions of raucous laughter from the audience. On two instances, ARA representatives managed to stick their foot in their mouth
clear up to the knee with bungled
attempts to maintain a sense of credibility to the general audience. In other
instances, ARA avoided answering
questions entirely to avoid embarrassment
However, this new management
team does deserve some credit
Throughout the entire ordeal, ARA
representatives managed to maintain
their tempers despite the large
amounts offlack thrown at them-- in
stark contrast to President Atchley's
defensive verbal snappings at various students during last semester's
Forum based on the very same subject
Throughout the Forum, ARA's
best (and most used) excuse was the
short length of time that they've been
here. From a standpoint of fairness,
ARA deserves a chance to prove
themselves to this University and to
their customers. It is also safe to say

that from the general mood at the
Forum, few students believed that
the previous quality can ever be
achieved.
While most students realize that
our nationally ranked dining service
is a thing of the past, it is safe to say
that for the time being. ARA will be
forced to eat its own words (but not
its food) when confronted with
charges of incompetency and shoddy
service. As Paul Fairbrook noted in
his interview -- the best bet for ARA
is to wait out the storm until there are
no longer any students around to
remind us of what we have lost.
It occurred to me after the Forum had ended that the individual
wholely responsible for all of the bad
feelings was nowhere to be seen. For
almost an entire semester, UOP students listened to the assurances of
PresidentAtchley and the "righteousness" of his decision. Atchley's true
reasons for installing ARA on campus may never be completely known.
However, the attempt to reduce costs
is truly a laudable goal as long as the
welfare and morale of both the students and dining hall employees isn't
jeopardized. At this point, none of
thepoints previously mentioned seem
obtainable.
For all of their failings, ARA is
only doing what Atchley has commanded them to do --operate a food
service at substancially lower costs
than what was previously done.
Oddly enough, if President Atchley
was ever to ask ARA to do less, the
students of this University might
receive a lot more.
Robert Baxter

168. These increases are caused by a
heightened interest in pharmacy
careers probably stimulated by high
entry level salaries and a scarcity of
graduate pharmacists to flU current
job vacancies. All newly admitted
students meet University entrance
requirements and there has been no
significant change in our traditional
application to confmnation ratio
which averages about 43 percent.
Enrollments in the School of Pharmacy are presently far below those
of the early '70s. However, our facilities are now near their ideal capacity. During this period of growth,
there has been no pressure from the
President or any other University
official to admit unqualified students
in order to take advantage of the
increased applications.
The Pacifican article, quoting
from The Suppository and a sampling of studentcomments, obviously
contains many other statements with
which I disagree. However, I only
want to make one additional point. In

its efforts to criticize the
few, The Suppository has oeer1-.11U~,u
unfair to a faculty largely
of highly motivated teachers
strive to provide our students
top quality pharmacy edutcatillll''·/1/.
who spend considerable ttmt! . .~~.,..
their students. In similar
eral students have DeJ'SOrtalh,61iratJ~:a
fered as a result of the im:SIJCI•Inst,,"•IS1
actions of the authors of Tllf.:Ctllllllilrt mec:ID1j:l!l'V
pository. Criticism fairly I~llitlal
persons who are willing to be ~ lollrKllllkb·us
fled with their words is
corned by myself and the
Criticism anonymously otiiDI•IJ~yQr-old bllck
mixed with misinformation
place in a University setting.
unfortunate that The Pal:ijiCI21.1'li1Jblicatioo
not more discriminating anctcm.,_,MaX: from ....... ~~basemuchoftheMarch 16 ___.,...."'""
hearsay.
L

Is it Publish or Perish at UO
Dear Editor,
The debate over teaching vs.
research and research as necessary to
good teaching will probably never
be resolved. I do think, however, that
Professor Karpuk (The Pacifican,
March 9, 1989) puts it a bit simply
when he asks if we want "teachers
whose primary virtue is that they
hold five office hours a week or
teachers who know their subject
because they themselves have discovered important things about it."
The answer here is obvious.
Personally however, I would
hate to see this University go down
the ''Publish or Perish" road as is the
case with the larger universities. The
insistence on publishing as a sine qua
non for tenure and promotion may
lead to significant contributions to a
given field. But it can also lead to
neglect of teaching responsibilities
andaglutoftrivialarticlesthatswamp
the serious scholar in his/her attempt
to sort the wheat from the chaff. Not
to mention the ulcer-promoting tension that develops from waiting for
acceptance, a procedure that often

takes months, and a further
maybe a year and a half
article is finally published.
I think the word"re:search
to be more broadly defined.
ent, research isn't counted until
published. Of course, it is
count up the pages that a SChiiJIJIIL\'
produced than it is to fmd out
the scholar is doing to adlla~Kl'IV'~IItr
own field and his own IJII<'"""'L'
growth by means other than
dence furnished
she may be engaged in .....h ...r nnJII'I
that are just as important, if nnll... r'IJb,_
so, to the University and to
vidual faculty member. thall
publishing demanded by the
lish or Perish" system.
I hope the University can
this dilemma in an imagina1JtV11
that continues to value good
ing and to support good
Marjorie C.
Professor of EngUsh

1. ~I letters submitted to the editor for publication in The Paciftcan
be signed and accompanied by a verifiable address and phone ___ ,..........
possible.
2. Please limit ~e length of the letter to 150 words, typed and
spaced. Hand wntten letters will not be published.
3. Deadli~e f~r sub~ission of a publishable letter is Monday at n()()IL
4. The E~tonal Editor reserves the right to edit any letters for claritY
length, w1thout changing the original intent of the letter if publishedLetters to th~ editor ~ay ~addressed to The Pacijican, Editorial
Campus Mail, or Umvers1ty of the Pacific, Stockton Ca. 95211.
946-2114
'
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Campus news notes
Utue
'nalh~l ~ EUGENE, OR (CPS)-- Frust.rat..ion about a major ~ampus problem -1rnc.t eq ~S parking -- could land a ?niversity of Oregon senior in jail.
• But ...~~
Angry that he got a ucket while he was in class taking arequiredfourr 0(•lh this hour exam, student!effrey Sebastian sent a letter peppered with profani-

ld ~ ~ rr.:: ties to the city to protest.
.,....tt"e~
"!.wanted them ~o see here's a citizen who's pissed off," said
t •le S~l Sebasuan, who explamed that he forgot to bring the eight quarters
ave a c~~ necessary for the parking meter.
et $4~~
"My God, they charge 25 cents a half hour," he exclaimed. "It's
· ~'teo "'OUJd be ridiculous!"
lilt t, Of t21~
City Judge Frank Bocci was offended and cited Sebastian for
e tquauly? ~ contempt of court, a crime that could carry a jail sentence.

Miller apologizes for ad

d de ' · )'011,.,

1 ~lh;a~ MILWAUKEE, WI (CPS)-- For the second time in two months, a major
wn ~~~ beer company has gotten in trouble with the student press.
1

lb "' 1h US 8llcl

This time, Miller Brewing Co. of Milwaukee has sent a letter to the

1,1\;~tw-mllldeqlli~lela editors of 55 college papers apologizing for a "sexist" Spring Break
u
·0on'tiet 8 ~ advertising supplement that, Miller said, it had really meant as a satire.
lh'
f~tbeirllt!l I
The University of Wisconsin at Madison's student government
Cll<bnent ~b proposed a studentboycott ofall Miller products when it saw the 16-page,

net's, but all~t 1 four-color insert.
••
The Gamecock at the University of South Carolina, The Daily at the
University of Michigan and The Tribune at Marquette University had
refused to include the supplement in their pages when they fust previewed it in January.
"There was not a place in 16 pages that you got the impression that
men and women talk to each other without men being drunk and
scamming on people," said Maggie Sarachek of the University of
Pennsylvania's Women's Alliance.
1
Miller sent the insert to only a few of the 55 papers for which it was
11 intended, and that was by mistake because CASS, the Evanston, Ill.-based
a ad broker firm that arranged to distribute it, didn't halt them in time.
I.
"The piece wasn't being interpreted as parody," said Bev Jurkowske,
Miller's public relations manager.
i
Peter Herman, editor of the Marquette Tribune, disagreed. "The
message was nothing but drinking. It had no value."
co criticize the ·

ed
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hly motivated

Students and legislators upset
by new school logo

tnv l p videour
hy harmacy
TUSCON, AZ (CPS) -- The University of Arizona, seeking a fresh look
nd ,oonsideraNe Iii · and fresh revenues from University of Arizona t-shirts, hats and other

top q
wh l
t

r u n1S. In simiBWI! sales, was blasted by students and legislators alike the last week of

e I
t: red

have
February for adopting a new logo.
result of die ·
"It•s a waste," said stateRep. Bill English of the new design at a state
u 0
the audm fi ·legislative committee meeting weighing University of Arizona's budget
tory Criticism faiiy request for next year.
•~"""'""' ·
willillaH
Rep. John Kro~o ~as equa~y upset by ~e $~9,0~2 ~?st of the
d
ilh
lheit
WOfds
is
ign
and b~ the de~tgn ttself, :which ~e called a wtmp, A.
.
1
If IDd
Universtty of Arizona offictals dectded last summer to redestgn the
c ".ed _Y myse ous1
!K:hool's 9-year-old black "A" logo to graphically unify the university's
" m. 00.~ f~ departments and to increase licensing sales of shirts, sweatshirts, hats,
ath m~Sin . . pencils and other souvenirs, explained Steve Emerine of University of
t.s

*
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Arizona's pubhcauon departme.nt.
.. . .
..
.
The revenue from such busmess can be s•gnificant, added le~slalive liaison Greg Fahey. Sales, moreover, increase when new destgns
appear in the stores.
. ,
Students were less upset by the new design than by the officu~ls
hiring an outside artist, Robert Rytter of Baltimore, instead of lettmg
students execute it.
"I think: that the job could have been given to the studen~. and ~e
results would have been as good or better," graphic design ma;or Shetla
Roc told the Arizona Daily Wildcat, the campus paper.
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National service program suggested

Parking frustration could
send senior to jail

~ 3to3 "~J
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Vatican calls for loyalty oath

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) -Democratic leaders ended a threeday conference in Philadelphia
March 11 with a talk not about the
budget, the Middle East or the greenhouse effect, but about college students.
They want students to join the
military or perform a community
service in order to get financial aid in
the future.
The aid, in tum, would be grants
-- not loans -- that, of course, would
not have to be repaid.
And while the idea of swapping
college grants for "national service"
is an old one, a number of plans now
before Congress seem to have a
chance of passing this year, observers say. The prospect, moreover,
scares most college groups.
"Our group is opposed to any
bill that would tie national service to
financial aid," said Janet Lieberman
of the U.S. Student Association,
which represents campus governments around the country in Washington, D.C.
"ldon 'tlikeitatall," said Daniel
Martinez, fmancial aid director at
New Mexico Highlands University
(NMHU).

Critics worry campuses will
become the exclusive property of
rich kids because everyone else will
be working in hospitals or in the
armed forces to get money for college.
Yvette Torres of the National
Education Association, the country's
biggest teachers' union, charges the
idea presents "serious obstacles to
higher education" for middle and
lower-income students.

ButsomecollegianslikeNMHU
student Suzy Chavez say they like
the idea, and the political leaders like
House Speaker Jim Wright, Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchee,
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton and
Democratic Committee Chairman
Ron Brown who promoted the idea
in Philadelphia March 11 called it a
great way to feed volunteers into the
public sector while teaching students
that democracy has a cost
Students also would graduate
debt-free, the Democrats said in their
two-hour presentation.
The most popular plan, sponsored by Sen. Sam Nunn (D-Ga.) and
Rep. Dave McCurdy (D-Okla.),
would junk the existing fmancial aid
system in favor of a "Citizen Corps."
Students would perform at least
one year of community service -- at,
say, a hospital -- or enlist in the
military for a minimurn of two years.
They would earn vouchers of$12,000
for each year in the military and
$10,000 for each year of community
service, performed for $100 a week.
The vouchers could be used to
pay for college or a down payment
on a house. Single parents and those
older than 26 would most likely receive federal aid without serving.
A number of other options have
been proposed, including one by Sen.
Barbara Mikulski (D-Md.), in which
students would do part-time volunteer work in exchange for federal
,
financial aid.
Congress also is weighing a bill
that would expand existing volunteer opportunities and even make
community service compulsory, with
holdouts paying an extra five percent

annual income tax penalty.
Perhaps because ofNunn 's stature as chairman of the Armed Service Committee, the senator's plan
has attracted the most attention and
mayhavethebestchanceofpassing.
And while many students and
educators seem to like the principle
of national service, they strongly
object to the Nunn-McCurdy idea of
tying it to financial aid, something
more than one college administrator,
including University of Georgia
Financial Aid Director Jerry McTier,
has called "indentured servitude."
"I don't want higher education
to become elitist, but we're headed
that way now," McTier warned.
In response to such criticism Nunn
said last month, "I do not think it's
penalizing anyone to give them a
one-year job experience, and to pay
them,and then togivethema$10,000
educational voucher w~ich does not
have to be repaid."
Some believe the idea would be
too expensive.
The American Council on Education estimatedtheNunn-McCurdy
plan would cost more than $50 billion a year, compared to the current
federal student budget of $9 billion.
Jenny Jones, a spokeswoman
from Nunn's office, acknowledged
the senator is willing to work on a
compromise solution, but he remains
"wedded" to the idea of tying the

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes

Students force Atwater
to resign from board
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)- Against a background of still more
allegations of racism on American
campuses, Howard University students ended a dramatic 66-hour sitin during March that had forced one
of the most powerful men in the
country from the school's board of
trustees.
Racial tensions also rose at
Michigan State, Georgia State and
Eastern Michigan universities, and
at the universities of Illinois, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Colorado in
recent weeks.
Even at Water Valley High
School in Mississippi, Black athletes
walked off school teams March 4
and the school closed early for spring
break after white students waved
Confederate flags at a Black history
month program.
Five days later, the U.S. Dept. of
Justice released a study showing that
"racial conflict has increased in many
parts of the country in recent years,"
said department researcher Grace
Flores Hughes, who added her agency
"processed more cases than in any
previous year" in 1988.
"We have a problem on campuses," added Michigan state Rep.
Ethel Terrell March 6 in calling for a
study of statewide campus racial
tensions, "we don't know why yet."
In fact, nationwide campus racial tensions began escalating in fall,
1986, with incidents ranging from
racist jokes on college radio stations
to flyers threatening Black students
to full-scale brawls.
Schools big and small -- from
the University of Massachusetts to

Roders State College in Oklahoma,
UCLA, Tompkins-Cortland Community College in New York, MiamiDade Community College to the
University of Washington -- have
suffered racial incidents since then.
During the 1988-89 school year,
racial troubleshavearisenattheState
University of New York at Brockport, Northern Illinois, Northwest
Missouri, Columbia and Stanford
universities and at the universities of
Mississippi and Wisconsin, among
others.
At Howard, a predominantly
Black campus in Washington, D.C.,
students occupied a building to force
Lee Atwater, head of the Republican
National Committee, to resign from
Howard's board.
They claimed Atwater, who is
white, cynically used racist symbols
in running George Bush's presidential campaign, opposed key civil
rights bills and supported continued
ties to segregationist South Africa.
Atwater capitulated, and resigned March 7.
"This shows students aren't
accountable to the administration;
the administration is accountable to
the students," said Ron Gillyard, a
member of Howard's student association.
Civil rights leader Jesse Jackson
called the outcome "a great victory."
"All I was trying to do was help
Howard University," Atwater contended. "The president of the school
knew that, the board of trustees knew,
and I think some of the students
knew."

AUTHENTIC NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

$2. 00
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proposal to financia1 aid.
Jones also disputes the notion
the idea would cost more money.
"This is a deficit-neutral proposal,"
she maintained.
Even so, NMHU's Chavez
wondered if many students would
find theeconomicsof volunteer work
practical, given that they still have to
live while earning voucher credits.
"Most people would not want to
work for $100 a week," she said.
The American Council on Education (ACE) predicted many studentswhoenlistedinthearmedforces
or for community work probably
would never graduate.
An ACE study of the students
who enrolled in college for the rust
time in 1980 found that only 20 percent of the students who interrupted
their educations to return to work
had graduated by 1986. Among the
low-income students who had to
leave college for a while, only eight
percent had a degree by 1986.
Chavez, for one, predicted many
low-income students in particular
would use their vouchers for a house
instead of for a college education.
"We woulddefmitely see a huge
impact," said Carolyn Zehren, aid
directoratNorthDakota'sJamestown
College. "Many would enter the
workforce with no college education."
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1966-1988

SALE

29.99 3 CD SET 19.96

4 LP/CASS

CLASSIC ROCK: a four LP, four cassette or
three compact disc boxed set with the absolute
best of Atlantic's classic album tracks from 1966
to 1988, from the Young Rascals a~d Buffalo
Springfield to Led Zeppelin and CSN&Y to
Genesis and INXS. Reissue produced by Perry
Cooper, Bob Kaus & Bob Porter. Executive ·
Producer: Ahmet Ertegun sALE ENDS 4111
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Former spy speaks on CIA Cambodians dance
Tony G Ieason
Slaff Writer

Aprilll
Joao Clememte Baena Soares,
thecurrentSecretary-Generalof
the OAS will lecture on the future of inter-American relations
at the Regent's Dining Room at
7p.m.
April12
Zhang Junhuan, vtsttlng
Fulbright scholar from Nanjing
University, China, will speak on
China's One-child Policy at
World on Wednesday at noon in
the Bechtel Center.
April13-14
An international symposium,
"The Armenian Genocide:
History, Politics, Ethics," will
be held at Cal State-Sacramento.
The conference is free and open
the the public. For more information, call 916-278-6156.
AprillS
"A Rainbow of Cultures," the
1989 International Spring Festival will be held from 1-5 p.m.,
on ~oles lawn. The public is
invited and admission is free.

Ram adon
begins
If during the next month you see
many of UOP•s Muslim students
often looking listless, tired, or un' usually unmotivated, don't regard
them as slacking offbecauseofSpring
Fever or loss of interest; instead, ask
them about the Muslim tradition of
, Ramadan. Ramadan, which begins
tomonow at sunrise, is the holy month
of fasting during the ninth month of
the Muslim year, corresponding with
, the ph~es of the moon. From sunrise to sunset, the Muslim ordinance
"prescribes abstention from food,
drink, and sexual intercourse"
1 throughout the 29 or 30 days of
Ramadan. One Arabic srudent explained that it was a sacred month
where all actions are to be kept pure.
, In addition to these three abstentions, Muslims must not swear or
even drink: a glass of water. The
Ramadan fast is one of the five "pil·
Iars," or absolute requirements, of
Islam. The ninth month was selected
because it was at this time that "the
Koran was sent down as a guidance
for the people" (Koran ii,l81). Only
very young, very old, sick, pregnant
or nursing women, and those on
extended journeys may be excused
' from the fasting. Professor Bruce
LaBracksaidthatatonetimeatUOP,
' "Professorsdidn'taccount for Ramadan and thus were very confused
about why some of their best stu·
dents were unusually listless in class."
Now, notices are sent to professors
telling them of the sacred month.
LaBrack also mentioned that in this
part of the States, we will have approximately 13 hour periods when
the sun is out. One can imagine the
Strain of not being able to eat nor
drink for 13 hours of daylight. Fasting is regarded as a most important
religious act, observed even by nonorthodox Muslims throughout the
Middle East It is a period of atonement, of living in a sacred manner
through the sacrifice of these pleas-

ures.

UPBEAT Lectures brought Peter
James to campus last Thursday, to
tell his fascinating story about his
experiences with the CIA and to give
his thoughts on current events ranging from Central America to terrorism.
Upon receiving a degree in
physics James started working for
the aerospace industry. At a technical
conference in Greece, he was able to
"rub elbows" with many important
scientists and intelligence agents
from the Soviet Union and other
Eastern Bloc countries. Upon his
return, the CIA station chief in Miami asked Peter to become a contact
for the CIA, a job which would entail
travelling to similar conferences in
Europe, the Mid East, and Latin
America.
While still employed by the aerospacecompany,PrattWhitney,James
took on the life of a spy at these conferences by obtaining technical information from Soviet and other scientists. James became quite adept at
obtaining valuable information on
topics such as the Soviet space shuttle.
While at a conference in Argentina, he met Air Force Intelligence
agents who asked James to analyze
intelligence reports for the Air Force
because of his extensive technical
background and quality intelligence
work. James found himself not only
compiling intelligence reports for the
CIA, but also analyzing military intelligence reports. He had the rare
opportunity to see the entire intelligence process in motion.
Normally, these jobs are very
compartmentalized, so it is rare, and
possibly improper, that James was
able to both compile and analyze intelligence work. Because James was
not employed and was never paid by
the government, he had a great deal
more leeway in his actions. James'
depth of knowledge in the field, allowed him to recognize fraudulent
intelligence reports. James investigated these reports of manipulated
information which came from army
intelligence services. He found that
the military was infiltrating the US
industrial complex by hiring and contracting engineers, often without the
knowledge and permission of their
employers and companies.
James realized that certain
higher echelon members of the military were sharing industrial information and competitive company secrets for their personal, usually economic, benefit. He also believed that
"paper-pusher-desk-type" intelligence analysts, in attempting to create more paperwork for job safety,
were having intelligence spies "risk"
their lives obtaining useless information" so that the paper pushers
would have something to do and
thus, keep their jobs.
Having always been a conservative, James sought a way to blow the
whistle on those responsible. James

hinted to people from the inside,
whom he knew as responsible, that
he was thinking of writing a book
about the corruption. Immediately,
his company and the intelligence establishment came down on him and
pressured him to back off. Although
James published Air Force
Mafia,which was endorsed by the
conservative book club, he was eventually retired from Pratt Whitney.
In addition to relating his exciting story, James engaged in an enlightening question and answer session with the audience. James believes the U.S. needs to re-evaluate
its foreign policy; especially with regards to Latin America. He said it is
wrong and damaging to U.S. interests to support corrupt and repressive dictators.
James suggested that the U.S.
should be more realistic and culturally sensitive in policy assessments.
James stated, "If we supported better
people, ifwe truly supported democracy all over the world," even if the
people, in fair elections, were to vote
for someone opposed by the US, this
world would be much better off.
James supports Eden Pastora,
one of the most important revolutionaries of the Nicaraguan revolution, who was forced out of any significant role in the government by
Ortega. James maintains that Pastara, who waged his own war against
the Sandinistas, "was the best possible chance we had for overthrowing Ortega" because of Pastora's
tremendous popularity in Nicaragua.
According to James, who was upset
at the U.S. for ceasing to support
Pastora, ''The US was afraid that
they could not control him," so they
dumped him. James met with Paslora last year and urged him to run for
president in 1990. A week later, Pastara announced his willingness to do
so at a press conference if the conditions were fair in Nicaragua.
On terrorism, James maintained
that the "U.S. policy in dealing with
terrorism is all wet." James believes
that by pulling out of Lebanon after
the Manne tragedy, we gave the response to terrorists that "this works,
do it again." He argued that terrorism
is the foreign policy of the Middle
East today, and that terrorists are
setting the ground rules. James conducts workshops on terrorism in
which he proposes the idea of a Free
WorldAnti-TerroristTaskForce. This
task force would be comprised of
free nations maintaining a force to
deal with terrorists immediately and
effectively.
One of James' main points was
that we should not put the majority of
our blame on the CIA for what it has
done in the past; for example, the
mining of a Nicaraguan hatbor. We
should go after the people who make
the policy, those in the executive
branch. He advanced his belief that
the president knows exactly what
goes on, but the government system
is set up so the CIA takes the blame,
not the policy makers.
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for the New Year
Lianne Silver
Staff Writer

Cambodian teenagers from
Stockton will perform in the Serey
Sophome Cambodian New Year
Dance this Saturday, April 8, in the
Pacific Commons Room.
The performers, teenagers from
the Park Village Apartments, have
formed the dance group, practiced,
and constructed constumes with the
assistance of the Partners in Education (PIE) program at the Anderson
Y Center. UOP students, led by
Rebecca Bartlett and Katie Heyerly,
along with other student and staff
volunteers have contributed to the
organization of the event.
The performance is in celebrationoftheCambodianculture("serey

sop! :r .te" translates into "freedom
state") and seeks to bring Cambodian and other UOP and Stockton
area residents closer together.
Rebecca Bartlett, a PIE coordinator, feels it's important for people
to attend because "It's a wonderful
opportunity for UOP and Stockton
residents to become educated about
the beauty of the Cambodian culture."
The event will also feature
Cambodian cuisine and art. Tickets
are $5 for adults and $3 for childml
and can be purchased at the Anderson Y Center. All proceeds from the
event go to support the PIE program
which provides tutoring, cross-cultural and recreation services for
Cambodian refugee youth.

Work abroad this summer
More than 6,000 college students are expected to head overseas
this summer for temporary jobs, according to the Council of IntemationalEducational Exchange (CIEE),
now in the 20th year of conducting
its Work Abroad program.
Participants bypass the usual
administrative process for work permits to work on a temporary basis in
France, the United Kingdom, Ireland, Costa Rica, New Zealand, the
Federal Republic of Germany and
Jamaica. In each country, a national

student organization helps U.S. students fmd jobs and lodgings. Last
year, 5,500 students from more than
1,000 U.S. colleges took part in the
program and, on average, found a job
in three days.
There is an $82 fee for the program, which is open to students 18
and older, currently studying in the
U.S. at an accredited college or university. Details and applications are
available from CIEE, Dept 16, 20S
East 42nd St, New York, NY 10017,
Tel. 212-661-1414.
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James stressed that the CIA is
only an instrument of the White
House, which is where the blame for
making the policy really belongs.
Though the White House has developed the strategy of"plausibledeniability," it has always been directly
knowledgeable about all covert activity.
A highlight was James' proposal for a new system of covert operations. Although he felt frustrated
that there was not a national public
debate about covert operations in the
'70s, he outlined the basic necessities of a strong, workable, effective,
and most of all, accountable policy.
He suggested that the CIA, for every
covert operation, put everything
down in detailed writing and get a
limited amount of congressmen,
senators, and administration officials
to sign their names so that they can
be held accountable for initiating the
process. He said that the lack of
accountability and oversight presently existing in covert operations is
unbelievable and outrageous.
James has a great deal of faith in
the people of this country, but he said
we need to be much more active and
aware of our foreign policy and
demand accountability from those
who make decisions. James suggested that in the future, we must go
after those who make the policy,
rather than letting the traditional
governmental apparatus pin the
blame on those not responsible for
instigating the policy.
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To help you understand the new
tax law, the IRS has two new
publications. Publication 920
explains changes affecting
individuals and Publication 921
explains changes affecting
businesses. Both are free. Ask for
one at any IRS office or call the
IRS Tax Forms number in your

phonebook . ~
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Easter at UOP
Rika Gamboa
Feature Editor

The UOP community came
together over the Easter holiday to
h~lp put on the annual campus Easter
egg hunt for communicatively handicapped children. The children attend the UOP Speech, Language
and Hearing Center. The annual event
was sponsored and organized by the
Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority, and
ARA food services donated the 60
dozen eggs used during the hunt
The yearly event was held on
March 15 and, according to Virginia
Puich, chairperson for the department of communicative disorders,
the Center has been involved with
the event for approximately 15 years.
Over the past three years, the

women of Kappa Alpha Theta have
sponsored the event as a philanthropy. "We [the Center] serve as the
impetus for the event, but the girls do
all the work," said Puich. They were
responsible for the organization and
execution of the event, as well as
dyeing and hiding all the eggs. "It
was great! The kids were really receptive," commented Camille Chorley, a Kappa Alpha Theta active.
The participants in the egg hunt
included children with some form of
a speech or language problem and
their siblings. Seventy-five children
ranging from ages 3-10 participated
in the hunt.
The honored guest of the day,
the Easter Bunny, also made an
appearance, courtesy of a Kappa
Alpha Theta in costume.

Slick politics at sea
Don Sherman
SWfWriter

I was just about to cause grievous harm to my Nintendo set when I
was interrupted by the ringing of the
phone. "Hello." said I, "Sherman residence, resident Sherman speaking."
''Well, hello Mr. President! What
~you doing at the Herman house?"
It was my old pal and former
grandfather figure, Ronald Reagan.
"It's me, Don, Ron. What can I do
for you?"
"Well, what a coincidence! My
name is Ron, tool Mommy, there's a
manoveratPee Wee Herman's house,
and his name is Ron, tool What's the
secret word Pee Wee?"
''This isn't Pee Wee Herman,
it's Don Sherman. Can we get to the
point, Ron? I'm about to send myTV
to low resolution pixel heaven."
"Oh, hi Doni I'm glad that you
called. I wanted to ask you about
this Exxon oil spill thingupinAlaska.
Do you think that I should send out
the troops? Maybe I should federalize the clean-up. Whatdoyouthink?"
"For one thing, since you're not
President anymore, you really can't
do much of anything."
"I'm not? Does George know
about this? I hope he's OK. There
wasn't some bloody coup or something, was there? Oh, darn it! I knew
that I shouldn't have taken that nap
back in October."
"Now, now, it's OK. It was a
clean election, and George won. As
to whether he knows about it, I don't
think so. He hasn't done much of
anything since his inauguration, and
as for the Alaskan oil spill, I can't
see that he's taken any action there
either."
"Well, if George is President,
then who's Vice President?"
"Dan Quayle, pal. And I don't
think that anyone has told him, either."
"Oh, that's silly, Don. Whoever
heard of making a bird Vice President? Of course, Lyndon Johnson
was married to a Bird, so I guess anything's possible. You're pulling my
leg Don. You and Mommy have the
same sense of humor. Why, just last
week she tried to tell me that they
took Ollie to court, and the judge was
named Gierhardt Gazelle." ,
"Anyway, Ron, let's get back to
that oil spill. The President has left
the clean-up in the hands of Exxon,
and that's like leaving the fox to
uard the hen-house. So far the 've

been slow and bumbling in their
efforts, and they've only managed
to recover a small percentage of the
more than lOmillion gallons ofcrude
oil that was dumped. That means
that a lot of the wildlife, sea otters,
waterfowl and such, are in danger.
The longer they wait, the worse it
gets."
"Ooh, I want to hear more about
the fox, Pee Wee. Why would they
leave him to look after the foul
water and the otters, anyway? Say,
this fox isn't a Sandinista, is he?"
"No, Ron. He's just a very big,
ri<;h and powerful fox. The kind of
fox that eats all the chickens, and
then sends the farmer a bill for ridding his coop of pests."
"Hmmm. Sounds like a Republican fox. Well, how's hp going to
make the farmer pay?"
"By raising the price of oil.
They'd rather stick you and me with
the bill. That way they don't have to
pay for their own mistakes."
"This gets more complicated
bytheminute.Letme getthisstraight;
I'm not President anymore, George
Bush is, but he doesn't know it
George isn't Vice President anymore,
some cluck named Quayle is, and he
doesn't know it either. Exxon is
getting away with ' sea-acide' in
Alaska, and we're going to pay for
it."
"That's exactly it, Ron! I'm
really proud of you. On some occasions, you actually make me proud
to say that I'm a Republican."
"Well Pee Wee, may I call you
Pee? You see, Pee, I owe it all to
those classes that Mommy and I
took over at the Rainman School of
Memory in Pomona. Oh yes, and we
always watch "People's Court" with
Judge Wobbler."
"Wapner, Ron."
"No. Actually I'm Irish, Pee, but
a lot of people get confused over my
thick, black and somewhat oil-rich
hair. Hey! That gives me an idea.
Sorry, I've got to go, Pee. This spill
could save me a fortune in Brillcreme! Thanks for telling me that
story about the bird in the White
House, the gazelle in the court room,
and the fox in the ocean.Oh, one
more thing, Pee, what's the secret
word?"
"Bush/Quayle, Ron."
"Ahhhhhhhh!"
"I know what you mean, Ron. I
know what you mean."
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It's a writer's life on Sesame Stree
Sans.
Some people from a local television station were watching the play
and asked her to come and write for
them. Thus, Sans began writing pro-

Melinda Britt
Staff Writer

In one day's work she can write
a conversation between two guys
named Ernie and Bert, a monologue
for a fuzzy creature living in a trash
can and even a musical skit involving a big yellow bird. Does this sound
like a job withagreatdeal of variety?
For Nancy Sans, a writer for the
educational television program, Sesame Street has her using her creative
abilities for all episodes.
Sans a graduate of the College
of the Pacific, returned on March 9
to share her experiences as both an
actress and screen writer for television in the Demarcus Browne Theatre.
Sans graduated from UOP with
a bachelors degree in theatre arts.
Upon graduation, she travelled to
New York in hopes of becoming an
actress. Soon, however, she returned
to California. Upon receiving her
teaching credential she taught third
grade. Finding this unsatisfactory,
Sans went back to New York to pursue her acting career. Working intermittently, Sans found that acting was
not satisfying her creativity, so she
began writing. Sans wrote a play and
starred in the leading role. "I was so
enchanted by the audience's reaction, that I missed my cues," stated

episodes of a later date at the
time you're doing re-writes for
current ones. SesameS treet does
new episodes a year. They snoottr,n.l
SeptemberthroughJanuary,
the next year's episodes from
ary to October. Writing a script
one episode takes anywhere
1/2 weeks to one month. When
ing an episode, Sans takes a nnw..........v.
approach -- she begins at the
ning and ends at the end. This
unusual because most writers
each scene separately and in no
ticular order. You also have to
your material at children of the
3-5 and their parents. According
Sans, you have to make the
"Fun, funny, and hip."
Sans attributes her success-·~......., writer to her "dogged refusal to
up childhood." She has no plans
ever leaving Sesame Street.
are valued, treated well, and
tured," stated Sans. In her spare
Sans likes to write prose, short
ries, and she has written a
prelliP will be perf,
Sans advises anyone interested ·
fr01lll2 - I p.m.
becoming a writer to volunteer
J.3
local television station. There is
high turnover rate, which is
more opportunities of getting
paid position. As far as courses
take, Sans advises that literature
history are good because they
· lotofmiscellaneousi'rlforma.tiortand~.•::
ofcourse, Sans suggests taking
theatre courses.

she was to write it
Sans, along with 11 others, writes
for Sesame Street Writers are contracted per show and are responsible
for the entire episode's material.

~

~
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~

~
~

~
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Nancy Sans, an alumna or UOP shares her experiences as a writer.
motionals and pledge breaks. However, this stifled her creativity because she was given strict guidelines
as to what she could write and how

"

Writers are usually contracted to do
about 10 shows a year. According to
Sans, writers are given thenumberof
scripts to be written and their due
dates at the beginning of the season.
So, oftentimes you're writing for

.
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Oh conductor, I believe I've boarded the wrong
train. I thought that this was the train to Kansas
City, but this gentle man has just informed me
that this is the train to hell.
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''Sing'' strikes a sour note

On the town
CONCERTS
Bad Company, with special guests Vixen andy&T will be ·
rt t
·
•
mconce a
the Henry J . Kaiser
Convention Center in San Francisco on Tuesda A ril
11 ~d at the Arco Arena in Sacramento on Sunday, Apri116. Bo;~:ws
begm at 7:30p.m. Tickets are $18.50.
Lou Reed, with special guest, The Feelies, will be performing at the
Berkeley Community Theatre on Thesday, April 18. Tickets are $19.50
and the show begins at 8 p.m.
Mike ~nd the Mechanics, with special guest, The Escape Club, will be
a~ng at th~ Berkeley Community Theatre on Thursday, April27 and
~n Fnday, April28 at the San Jose Civic. Both shows begin at 8 p.m. and
uckets are $18.50.
Bon. Jovi will be in concert at the Shoreline Amphitheatre on Saturday,
Apri128 and Sunday, April29 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $19.50 reserved and
$17.50 lawn.
The Bangles will be performing at the Warfield in San Francisco on
Monday, April17. Tickets are $18 and the show begins at 8 p.m.
The Replacements will be appearing at the Warfield on Wednesday, May
10. Tickets are $18 and the show begins at 8 p.m.
1be MTV Headbangers Ball is Saturday,April6 at the Henry J. Kaiser
Convention Center in San Francisco. Anthrax, Exodus and Helloween
will be performing. Tickets are $18.50 in advance and the show begins at
7:30p.m.
Elisabeth's Dream will be performing in the McCaffrey Center Thursday, Apri113, from 12 - I p.m.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
The University Symphony Orchestra win present the "President's
ascc~llaneo,usiJilfrn,~:~ Concert" on Friday, April 7. The concert, named because UOP President
Bill Atchley asked that the program be performed in honor of important
donors who have been invited to attend, begins at 8:15p.m. in the Faye

~-~----Jl Spanos Concert Hall.
UOP percussionist and jazz director Allen Brown will be in concert on
Tuesday, Aprilll. The concert begins at 8:15p.m. in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall.
Admission to Conservatory events is a $2 scholarship donation; students
are admitted free of charge. For more information about Conservatory
events, call946-2415.

Rhonda Filer
Entertainment Editor

What do you get when you combine "WestSide Story," "Dirty Dancing" and "Fame" into one movie?
The result is "Sing," a movie about a
high school version of UOP's Band
Frolic. Unfortunately, instead of
using the best elements of previous
musical movies, "Sing" comes offas
contrived, predictable and uninteresting.

What: "Sing"
Where: Stockton Royal
Four Theatres,
1825 Pacific Ave,
466-4941
When: 1:15, 3:20, 5:25,
7:30, 9:30p.m.

Rating:* (out of four)
The movie centers around a
Brooklyn high school musical competition, "Sing," between the seniors
and the underclassmen. Before the
students get to compete in "Sing"
however, the board of education
decides to close the school at the end
of the semester and therefore, the
"Sing" competition cannot go on.
Predictably, the students produce
"Sing" on their own and perform
despite the board's orders.
The plot revolves around the
senior "Sing" leaders, Dominic
Zametti, played by Peter Dobson and
Hannah Gottschalk, played by Jessica Steen. Dominic is an outsider
and rebel with a criminal record,
whileHannahisatypical"goodgirl."
From the first minute of the fllm, you
know that Dominic and Hannah will
fall in love during the production of
"Sing."
"Sing," directed by frrst-time di-

Peter Dobson, Lorraine Bracco and Jessica Steen star in "Sing."
rector, Richard Baskin, tries to do
too much in the two-hour running
time. There's dancing, singing, romance, suspense and drama Unfortunately, only the dancing and singing are worth seeing. It seems that
Baskin tried to combine all the good
elements from other musicals into
one film: There's some "dirty dancing," star-crossed lovers a la "West
Side Story," and talented high school
students performing at high schook
as in "Fame." This results in little
acting, and the acting there is, is bad.
The characters, especially those
of Dominic and a teacher, Miss Lombardo (played by Lorraine Bracco),
are not believable and never really
develop. There . is no motivation
behind much of the characters' action. This is notonlytheactors'fault,

isn 'tany substantial acting. In many
scenes, director Baskin and writer
Dean Pitchford take the easy way
out-using scenes in montages while
arocksong plays. "Thesesmall"music
videos" allow the action and plot of
the film to be revealed without investing a lot of effort in acting and
dialogue.
When the "Sing" comoetition
fmally happens, it's a relief. Ironically the two productions (one by the
seniors and one by the underclassmen) are not very long. They are
however, the best part of the movie.
The singing, dancing, sets and costumes are all great. It's too bad the
rest of the movie isn't worth seeing.

the writers and director are also to
blame. For instance, the worst scene
in the movie was when Miss Lombardo discovers Dominic practicing
his dancing in a warehouse. Dominic
and the teacher argue and then break
into a choreographed dance sequence
that looked like it was from "Flashdance." This scene was totally absurd and destroyed what little value
this film had.
Patti LaBelle unfortunately has
a small supporting role in "Sing" as
the teacher, Mrs. DeVere. During
one of the "Sing" rehearsals, she
perfonns the song, "Total Concentration." While her part isn't big
enough for substantial acting, her
musical performance is excellent, if
somewhat unbelievable.
Even for the other actors, there

AUDIDONS
HAl~

WIGS • ..,ASKS •
.11~\.u<IJitiOJilS for the UOP FalloJ!_House Summer Repertory Theatre Com-

will held on Friday, April 7 at 7 p.m. and Saturday, AprilS at 1 p.m.
in the DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre, located in the Drama and Dance

Department Building. Fallon House is located in the Gold Rush Town of
Columbia, California. Auditions will consist of a serious monologue, a
comic monologue, and a song (accompaniment will be provided). For
,applications and more information, call946-2116.
McCAFFREY CENTER THEATRE
Tonight, "She's Having a Baby" will be showing at the McCaffrey Center
Theatre. Showtimes are 7 and 9:30p.m. It will also be showing on
Saturday at 7 p.m. This weekend, "The Good Mother.'' starring Diane
Keaton, will be showing Friday, at 7 and 9:30p.m., Saturday, at 9:30p.m.

~~~~~~~~~ and Sunday, at 2, 7, and 9:30p.m.
CONFERENCE ON TilE ARTS

The San Joaquin County Arts Council, in cooperation with San Joaqu~

1

Delta College, is sponsoring a Conference on the Arts on Saturday, April
8. The conference will be from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the North Forum of San
Joaquin Delta College. Registration is $8 and checks made payable to San
Joaquin County Arts Council can be mailed to P.O. Box 4728, Stockton,
CA 95204. The conference workshops will include "How to promote and
market your art," "Putting yourself in print," and "The ms. fundraising
and you." For more information, contact Juli Kramer at 465-6092.

FOUNDER'S DAY
UOP will be celebrating Founders Day as California's first chartered
university on Friday, April14. The celebration will be~ with the AllUniversity Convocation at 11 a.m. and will conclude w1th the Founders
Day Finale Buffet and Ball at 7 p.m. All UOP students, staff and faculty
are invited to attend. Reservations can be made through the office of the
President.
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Galleries feature
sculptures, paintings

LEOTARDS • TIGHTS • DANCE SHOES
ACCESSORIES • MAI<E·UP

Ye ar-Round Costume Rent~s
paintings in this exhibit exude enElise Keeley
ergy and almost appear to move
Staff Writer
through Benjamin's use of vibrant
colors
and geometric patterns that
The beginning of spring has
trick
the
eye.
brought yet two more dynamic art
Benjamin's
concern with color
exhibitions to our campus. In the
theory
is
evident
even in his earliest,
McCaffrey Center Gallery, there are
more
cubist
work
from the 1950s to
the intriguing bronze sculptures by
paintings.
His use of
his
most
recent
Clay Jensen, which will be on camcolcomplimentary
and
contrasting
pus through April 21.
Jensen's sculpturesare relatively ors creates depth, tension, and movesmall-scale and are of a predomi- ment.Benjamin'sworksaredesigned
nantly industrial theme. His sculp- to affect the viewer optically. His
tures look like models or miniatures works have been termed "perceptual
ofarchitectural structures. However, abstractions" and are an experience
many of the structures appear to be to see. Benjamin's paintings will be
damaged and are painted in very in theReynoldsGallerythroughApril
cool,subduedcolors.PerhapsJensen 27.
The McCaffrey Center Gallery
is reflecting upon the coldness of an
industrialized society. Since the is open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monworks are unique and should not be day through Friday and from 3-9
missed, you can draw your own p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. The
Reynolds Gallery is located in the
conclusions about them.
The works of Karl Benjamin are Art Center (Quonset 6) and is open
in the Reynolds Gallery. Benjamin's from 8 am. to 5 p.m., Monday
non-objective, large-scale paintings through Friday and from 2-5 p.m. on
highly reflect the style of the abstract Sunday.
expressionists. Two artists who were
a great influence on his worlc were
Juan Gris and Barnett Newman.
Benjamin's style has been called
"hard edge," which refers the finite. hard, clean edge that can be
found in most of his works. The

ON THE MIRACLE MILE

2222 Poclfic Ave .
Stockton. ~ 952<l!1_

' (209) 462-56118

Gingiss Form.all-Vear
Pick up your

Special Student Discount .
* Restrictions apply
Weberstown Mall • 951-7587

to

SPRIRG PARTY &ALB

The Paper P um

Party Favors (Beach Thwels. Sungrasses etc.)
10%off
Tumblers & Mugs (Custom)
15 %off
- 100% Cotton Tank Tops
$4.99 each p l us set-up

Fine Stationery and Gifts

(jreat (jadzook.$1
graduation '89!
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Softball wins Libby Matson Tournamen
two extra innings until winning the
game 2-0 in the ninth on runs scored
by Prim Walters and Nita Bruner.
Walters and Bruner made the allTournament team. In the nightcap,
UOP went ahead 1-0 in the top of
the frrst inning on a run scored by
leadoff hitter Angela Clement and
held on the rest of the way to leave
the field with a 1-0 victory of the
same score. Sue Cardinale threw a
four-hitter for the Lady Tigers.
The third day was just as exciting as Pacific went three extra innings in a 1-1 deadlock with Minnesota until scoring the game-winning
run in the bottom of the 1Oth inning.
The Lady Tigers got a breather in the
afternoon as they beat St. Mary's 31 behind three runs batted in by
Bruner, and then it was back to extra
innings as they went all the way to

Mike Schneider
Asst. Sports Editor

The UOPwomen 's softball team
has been on a roll lately. The Ladies
hosted their Libby Matson Invitational Townamentover Spring Break
and won it. The Lady Tigers went 60 through the tourney behind the ann
of sophomore pitching ace Suzie
Bradach, whowasnamedMostValuable Pitcher for the tournament after
running up a 4-0 record and giving
up just one earned run.
Pacific made quick work of San
Francisco the frrst day of the tournament and cruised to a 5-2 victory
behind five hitless innings of pitching by Bradach. The action was more
interesting the second day for the
Lady Tigers, as they battled with
Iowa to a scoreless tie and had to go

Friday, April 7
Softball at Hawaii
Baseball hosts Long Beach State
Men's Tennis hosts Lewis and Clark

4:30p.m.
7:00p.m.
2:00p.m.

Saturday, April 8
1:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

Women's Tennis at Las Vegas
Baseball hosts Long Beach State
Softball at Hawaii

Tennis goes Spring Games offers intramural fun
2-2 over
Spring Break

Sunday, April ~
11:00 am.

Women's Tennis at UNLV
Thesday, April 11

2:00p.m.
5:00p.m.

Baseball at San Francisco State
Softball at U.S. International

outfielder RaeAnn Pifferini :omgtttMI
in the sixth inning to put Dina
across the plate to give Fresno
only run they needed.
With those two losses, the
Tigers' record in the rnrnn~•tit: ..•
Big West (four teams ranked in
·,'"''I.II:II.Lil r.
top 20) drops to 2 -6, where, ..
tally, all their losses have been by
0 scores. As of the last poll, ,.-,.r..... _,. ..
occupied the No. 20 spot in
nation on the merit of their
season record. Along with
B runer, and Bradach, who lead
Big Westinstrikeouts,catcher
Clement has also been a .,...,liUilJI.df'
for UOP. Clement is currently •uum•.-in the conference in hitting with
.365 batting average. The Lady
travel to the University of
this weekend, where they wiU
heavily favored.

the 11th inning tied 0-0 with Big
West rival UNLV, and barely held
them off. Bruner and Shellie McCrary
knocked in runs to give the Lady
Tigers a 2-0 lead, but dodged a bullet
by holding the Lady Rebels after
UNLV's Dena Baker singled in a run
to make the score 2-1.
The Lady Tigers used the
momentum they gained from their
playinthetoumamenttogivehighlyregarded Fresno State--26-3 and
ranked No.2 in the nation--two tough
battles on the road. In their frrst game,
Bradach held the Lady Bulldogs
scoreless until Fresno's Jill Polanco
singled Shelly Stokes home with the
winning run in the bottom of the 11th
inning. It was the same story as
Cardinale replaced Bradach in the
second contest and pitched a fme
game, giving up only four hits. Star

Derrick Kau
Senior Staff Writer

INTRAMURALS
Softball is underway at Brookside Field with games starting at 4:1S
and 5:15p.m. Soccer is being played on Sunday afternoons.
Upcoming events include a ping pong tournament and a four-man
volleyball tournament, both which will be played on Saturday, AprilS.
Contact the intramural office at 946-2716 for more information.

The----By

J 0 C k - - - - T o m Gregory
Sh 0 p--- Sports Editor
On the eve preceeding North
Carolina'sNCAATournament showdown with UCLA, a Tar Heel assistant coach noticed that junior standout J.R. Reid came in five minutes
after curfew. With a major game on
the line, the assistant thought that
there was no reason to punish Reid
for only being five minutes late, thus
he didn 'ttell head coach Dean Smith
about the incident. From an athletic
point of view, the assistant made the
correctdecision because the Tar Heels
smothered the Bruins to advance to
the "Sweet 16."
Fortunately, those of us who
applaud ethics in athletics and grit
our teeth about incidents such as the
one described above can inhale a
breath of fresh air because the incident didn't really proceed in that
manner. In fact, the assistant told
Smith about Reid's tardiness and
Smith reacted immediately by suspending Reid form the UCLA game.
Though the Tar Heels did beat
UCLA, Smith's decision was not
~n~ that you would expect many
college coaches to make. Don't get
me wrong, there are many coaches
out there who would suspend a player
for breeching curfew. However, how
many of those coaches would suspend a player that means as much to
their team as Reid does to North
Carolina, with such a big game on
the line? Before you answer, remember that Reid was only five
minutes late and that Smith didn't
even give Reid a chance to make an
excuse.
Besides, for every one coach
like Smith, there are probably 20 assistants who would have covered up
for Reid to spare the head coach from
having to make such an important

decision. The amount of instances
where a coach never finds out about
an incident like Reid's would be an
interesting statistic to find out.
However, Smith generates so much
respect from his organization that
everyone knows they must tell Smith
everything or risk being suspended
themselves. For him, national respectability comes before winning
percentage.
How does Smith manage to keep
so sternly to the rules and still produce one winning team after another? It all begins with the way that
Smith structures his teams. Before
each season, Smith meets with the
seniors of the team and allows them
to set the team rules. This is a great
concept because seniors tend to be
experienced, knowledgeable, and
hungry for victory. It increases the
leadership roles of the seniors by
making them responsible and aware
of what Smith will expect in the
season, and it also allows Smith to
sense the character of his team.
Smith continues to let the seniors govern the team throughout the
season. In fact, before making the
decision to suspend Reid, Smith
consulted the seniors and asked them
what they would do.
With the success that Smith has
had, it is surprising that more coaches
across the country don't follow in
his footsteps. He has not only instated a winning tradition at North
Carolina, but he has spurred on integrity. It is for this reason that the
most incriminating news against
North Carolina we've seen is that a
player was five minutes late, while
many other schools tell about major
crimes that players have committed.

DEEP CHOCOLATE
PEANUT BUTTER SHAKE

G{)@@~c:{Q)@J80
Bring a friend- Use your ASUOP coupon

®

The UOP women's tennis team
finished out the Spring Break with a
loss to Arkansas and a 2- 1 record in
a tournament in Los Angeles.
The Lady Tigers gave Arkansas
a good run in Stockton before falling
to the Razorbacks S-4. Then in Los
Angeles, the Lady Tigers trounced
Iowa 8-1, dispensed Loyola Marymount 6-3, and were outclassed 7-2
by No. 12 Pepperdine.
"It was kind of nice to beat
Iowa because Dave [assistant coach
Dave Vande Pol] and I are both from
there, and because it's good to win
against a Big 10 team," said head
coach Gordon Graham.
Freshman Kim Uyema went 51 on the road trip while the Lady
Tigers' top two players, Lisa
Matsushima(21 -S) and Leslie Powell
(19-7), continued their solid play in
singles and doubles. In the last ITCA
Volvo poll, Matsushima was ranked
No. 53 in the nation for singles, and
No. 19 for doubles.
The Lady Tigers are now 9-5
and will begin another road trip after they make up a match with No. 6
Cal Berkeley. They will then travel
to Nevada to play No. 20 Utah,
Santa Barbara, and host UNLV.
"We expect tough matches from
all the teams," Graham added.
"Hopefully we can take a few against
Utah, but five is the question."

Pacific's Paul Vosti takes a cut during the Spring Games softball tournament in Palm Springs

Tom Gregory
Sports Editor

It happened! Someone finally
created a new and entertaining way
to spend Spring Break. While most
college students were travelling
toward fun and sun, Spring Games
USA particpants were competing in
Palm Springs and Florida in 20 different intramural sports.
Spring Games is an ideal situation because it offers a unique way
to spend vacation. At the same time
it culminates the warm beaches and
the large crowds that are characteristic of Palm Springs and Florida.
In it's frrst year, Spring Games
drew a fairly large number ofparticipan ts, and that numher is expected to
increase rapidly within the next few

WE ALWAYS
NEED LEADERS

that contained numerous
as a t-shirt, a six pack of Pepsi,
ofDoritos, and tanning lotion
had a net worth of $25.
teams received medals; and
ons from each location, Palm~ · ~-~~-and Florida, are going to be
thesiteofthecharnpionship
Overall, Olson was
with the amount ofotll:anilzationt
was displayed in just the frrst
competition, a nd hopes that
people from UOP will
the games in the future.
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NEW DOMINO•s
PAN PIZZJ[

FOR$7.55!
Med1um Cheese Pan Pizza . Tax not included . Additional items extra.

DELIVERY KEY TO
NEW PAN PIZZA!
(DP) According to Domino's
Pizza,® the key to their new pan
pizza is the fact that they deliver
in 30minutes or less, guaranteed.
Pan pizza lovers can now enjoy
their favorite taste witho ut
leaving the comfort of home.

l...eadenbip Exl:eUence Starts Here

INTRAMURAL SUPERVISORS
are needed for the 1989-90 school year
Responsibilities include: Scheduling games and officials
Working office hours
Supervising at Intramural events
Small stipends available
Application DEADLINE : Thursday, April 20
Pick up an application form from the Intramural office in
the MAIN GYM.

477-3399
March Lane at Pacific Avenue

years as people become more aware
of what it has to offer.
UOP was represented in Palm
Springs by Brian Olson,Adarn Miller,
and Paul Vosti. The three men competed in softball and basketball, and
though they weren ' t very successful
in softball, they went to the fmal four
in basketball. Unfortunately the team
had to forfeit due to an injury to
Olson.
According to Olson, it cost each
player $5 for each event that they
participated in. However, for paying
the fee, the players received a bag

For more information call 946-27 16 between 1Oam - 3pm

Domino's Pan Pizza is baked the
tr aditional way, with thick,
chewy crust, generous toppings,
and lots of truck gooey cheese.
And it's delivered in 30 minutes
orless! So call now!

Call Us!
952-3030
4343 Pacific Ave.

1

12 oz. Cans available.
Save on a 6 pack
ofCoke.®

Limited delivery area.
Our d rivers c arry less
than $20.00.

~~
Cl1 989 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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CHEESE PIZZAS

$10.89!
Get 2 med ium, original style
c heese pizzas from Domino's
Pizza for only $10.89' Ad ditional
items $1 .25 each-covers b oth
pizzas. Ta x not included. One
coupon per order. Not va lid
with any other offer.
Expires : 4/ 19/89.

Fast, Free DellveryTM
Valid at listed Domino's
Pizza location only.
®

----------
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andoz succeeds while
g ''no racket''

Crew Team rows off to a positive start
Josefina Gomez
Staff Writer

~oing and just to try to have a good

Ume, whetheryou'reoutonthecourt
with other people, or whatever it i~
you may be doing."
When Mike isn't busy with
tennis, he enjoys skiing, reading
novels,listening to music, and is an
avid fan of the Portland Trailblazers. He loves cars and driving and
has even gone for a few practice
spins around the Portland Interna-- he says would
tional

Quietly yet surely, Mike Sancontinues to make himself one
-.·lld~ec,orners1tonc~of1he UOPmen's
team. A person who is laid
in his style both on and off the
court, Mike uses a cool head
!..."ltllllblned with hard work and con. u ........,.., to achieve his success.
Mike has been around tennis
quite some time -- he picked up
basics of the game by playing
~Uif\,... ,-•• fun with his parents at the age of
in Portland, Ore., where he
born and raised. He decided
years later that he really enthe game and wanted to take it
seriously, and by the time he
10, he began competing in touraround the state, steadily
until he was ranked as
as fourth in the Pacific Northfor his age group.
Mike brought his talents with
to Oregon Episcopal High
where he became a standout
competitor. Throughout
senior year, the doubles team
he was the mainstay of, was
No. 1 in the Northwest, evencapturing the Oregon Class
and AAA state doubles tides.
received offers to play tennis
a number of California schools,
decided to pick UOP, the school
first visited.
Mike has had continuous sueon the court as a Tiger. His play
the court as a freshman, a season
which he combined to play the
5 singles spot and the second
team, earned him the honor
being the fust Pacific men's tenplayer to be named MVP of the
__,,,...-.. as a freshman. This year Mike
combined with Igor Velutic,
Portlander who is originally
Yugosiavia, to give UOP a
nun'lei'OIJSIIii!DII&.""'a No. 1 doubles team and has
given the Tigers a lift with his
mJll•av at the No. 3 singles position.
Playing in front of many people
medals;BndC/IIIhed to bother Mike at times, who
enchiOicatiCIII,I'III~Iavs he was a very quiet person in
school, but it has been some~t•'tv-r·hnn,oioiiSbiDIIIIIIMna he has gotten used to and has
111"1-.r:ned not to let bother him. Mike
tWdiiJIPII•vt ''The key is just being loose
:..crllllelllllftnd relaxing, to enjoy what you're

..

'

UOP tennis player, Mike Sandoz
go into racing at "the drop of a hat"
if he were ever to get the chance.
As far as what happens in his
future, Mike doesn't have any grand
visions yet of bringing Wimbledon
to its knees. He might be interested
in teaching tennis for a while or
getting into the management of a
club, but sees himself probably
working in some type of business
farm after he graduates. Right now,
he maintains just over a 3.0 GPA in
the School of Business, and was
named a UOP Scholar-Athlete in
the 1987-88 school year.
For the moment, Mike is quite
happy at Pacific and feels things are
going well for him, even though he
can feel the pressure of increased
expectations of him on the court now
that he is a veteran instead of a
newcomer. If his schedule is more
time--consuming, due to tennis, than
that of the average student on campus, he says he's glad to be able to
take care of his education doing
something he enjoys. As long as Mike
continues to take care of things on
and off the court the way he has, he
should do very well in both places.

The UOP crew season has begun! Some worried that there would
be no team left by the time the season
began, but 15 students felt that they
had worked too hard and gone
through too much to give up before
actually competing.
The flM races of the Spring
occurred the weekend of March 11
and 12. The River City Regatta was
raced on Saturday at Sacramento's
Lake Natoma. The novice lightweight
four and the novice women's four
both put out a competitive effort, but
they were forced to race in varsity
divisions and were unable to place.
The hopes of all the team members
turned to the heavyweight men, who
had had an impressive preseason
showing. Their hopes were answered
when the heavyweight four qualified
for the final heat in their division,
and then proceeded to dominate the
race, leaving several boat lengths of
open water between them and the
second place Sacramento State boat
After the medals had been awarded
and the racing shirts of the losing
teams had been surrendered to the
winning UOP boat, as tradition dictates, there was no time for celebration. The following morning, the team
had to prepare for their next challenge.
At the race, hosted by UC Davis
in Discovery Parkon Sunday UOP

an exciting start when the lightweight
four, finally competing in their own
division, swept the first place position in all three of their races. Due to
an injury during their first race of the
day, the women's team was unable to
come away with a win. However,
with the previous day's win still fresh
on their minds, the heavyweights
were once again able to leave their
competitiors behind in all three of
their races that day.
Despite their strong showing on
that first weekend, the team knew
that there was still work to be done.
While most ofthe studentbody spent
Spring Break anywhere and everywhere but Stockton, the crew team
remained here for training. Tom
Kinberg, the team 'scoach, was forced
to pull a rower, Eric Broili, from the
lightweight team to flll Norstad's
The crew team prepares for an early morning rowing session.
seat; this left the lightweights short
one man. Whether the heavyweight
boat would be able to adjust to a
different rower after months of trainships. This will give the heavyweights
almost simultaneously. The judges
ing with Norstad was a gamble that
a chance to practice more with Broili
ruled that HSUS had won by a bow
Kinberg was willing to bet on.
in the boat, the women a chance to
ball
(three
or
four
inches).
Though
If anyone had bet on the heavyheal completely, and the lightweights
frustated, the women knew that they
weights' quick adjustment skill, they
a chance to train with a prospective
and
stayed
to
cheer
on
had
raced
well
would be pleased and a bit wealthier
rower.
the
heavyweights.
There
was
a
lot
after this last weekend. The women's
When you see a UOPcrew memto
cheer
about
as
the
heavyfor
them
team and the heavyweight teams
ber wearing a racing tank top from
weights
once
again
went
into
the
traveled up Humboldt last Friday for
Sac State, UC Davis, Humboldt, St
fmals and walked away with frrst
the Blue Heron Sprints held there on
Mary's College, or Cal Poly, you can
place medals.
Saturday. The women's four was the
rest assured that they are not traitors,
The crew team now has time to
frrst boat to race, and the crowd
but winners for UOP.
prepare for their next race on April
watched anxiously as the UOP and
HSUS boats passed the finish lines .. !~. the California State Championl:·'
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OUR VOLUNTEERS ENJOY THE
BEST BENEFIT PACKAGE OF ALL.
Volunteer your skills and experience. And you'll get the best benefit
package of all: thank you's, smiles and
handshakes from people whose tax

1

· WIN

questions you've answered. s~ how
'bout giving us some of your tune?
You'll benefit from it in every way. For
free IRS training, calll-800-424-1040.
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• A 1990 Mitsublshl
Eclipse
• ATrip for two
to the 1989
Hawaiian Open
Professional
Tournament
• Motor sc~ters
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AEROBICS
Sizzling Spring ~avings
At the Marina Tenms Club

n

Q

U)

Pick up team registration
forms ot your bookstore,
student union or
intramural sports office.
And while you're there.
register for the Pepsi
V*Ball Sweeps.

;t
g;;1
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....

STAr4FORD.

Join the Ftlfies~f)esi,nl Aerob.ic

Exercise program for an exciting class d_tr.ect~d
. ·mpact Combination Condtttonmg
towar d s Lo- Ht-l
111
Slip into Summer Shape Now · ..

$20.00 Unlimited Classes
Class Schedule

5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

•
Savings good for April, May and June
Monday thru Thursday

The Marina Tennis Club is located off Benjamin Holt
Drive next to Hatchcover Restaurant.

KENWOOD
pepsi and Pepso-Cola are rel)ister&d trtdemark& of PepsiCo, Inc.
TL ZSF 274 3 89
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~ELECTION
(Continutdfrompage 1)
the schools.
Opponents claim that the money
could come from other areas, but
Xjeldgaard said that 74 percent of
ASUOP's spending is predetermined
by the ASUOP Constitution. UPBEAT, for instance, is guaranteed
$80,000 a year.
ASUOPPresidentChinh Vu said
lhat even if the amendment passes, it
may be found to be unconstitutional
''The Board of Regents may have the
f'mal say," said Vu.
The College of the Pacific Student Association (COPA), the constituent school that would benefit the
most from the change, has not taken
an official stand for or against the
amendment A flat rate of $30 per
student wouldincreaseCOPA's funding by 131 percent. COPA President
Sam Maselli said, "It was my promise to repair the sour relationship
COPA has with ASUOP."
' Despite COPA's neutral position, COPA Vice President Karen
Ash has been actively campaigning
in favor of the amendment.
The Student Association of the
School of Business and Public
Administration (SASBPA), which
would get the second highest increase, opposes the amendment

SASBPAPresidentLauraSakaisaid,
"Some alterations in the sliding scale
are needed, but this is too extreme."
Mark DuQuette, president ofthe
University College Student Association (UCSA), said, "We are happy
with the way things are."
ASUOP collects a yearly fee of
$105 per student. ASUOP's total
budget of $346,600 is used to support constituent school student associations, clubs, and a long list of
programs and services, including
UPBEAT.
The current sliding scale constituent school funding system, which
has been in place since 1971, is designed to partially compensate for
the fact thatsomeconstituentschools
have many more students than others. Smaller schools get more money
per student so that, although larger
schools are still getting more money,
the differences aren't as great
Apetition calling for the amendment was introduced to the ASUOP
Senate at its March 14 meeting by
representatives of the ASP. The
ASUOP Constitution states that a
constitutional amendment may be
brought before the voters if the signatures of 10 percent of the student
body are obtained.

FOR SALE

s s. i f

Bike-Black Raleigh Technium.
"Killer Instinct." $400 or best offer.
In excellent condition. Call 9522264.

1974PlymouthSatellite.Gooddependable car for student. $400.
Call Caryn 946-2047 (days),4746664 (evenings).

H.P. 150 Touch Screen, Hard Disk+
Soft Ware, H.P. Laser Jet Printer,
$2850. Calll-333-1318JackC.Cope

CenturionLeMans 12lightweight l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
racer, 25-inch frame, looks sharp,
$160 or best offer, 944-7299.
Need a small refrigerator for next
year? Good condition. Only $35!
Call476-9258 and leave message.
Steel stringguitar. $70or bestoffer.
Call478-3022.

DON'T FORGET!!!
Applications for 1989-90 editorial positions with
THE PACIFICAN
are due tommorrow, April 7 at 5:00p.m.
: Submit all applications to the Pacifican office on the
third floor of Hand Hall.
· For an application or more information, stop by the
Pacifican or call946-2155

Ugly, dependable, 1974 Pontiac
LeMans 2 door $350 call 952-6658
eves.

19 inch color TV. $80. Call4783022.

HELP WANTED

Leather Bomber Jacket for sale.
$150 or best offer. Size 42. Call
478-3022.

Day Camp Stafffrom San Francisco
East Bay for: Counselors, SwimStaff,
Swim Director, Fishing, Sports,
Environmental, Education, Riding
Instructors, Maintenance Positions.
Roughing It Day Camp, P.O. Box
1266, Orinda, CA 94563, 415-2833795.

Baseball card teamset of the '80s.
Profitable hobby for avid fans.
Please specify team and year. Write
to P.O. Box 277926 Sacto, CA
95827-7926.
GOING SKIING? Men's CB ski
pants for sale. Red/blue racing
stretch pants with pads. Size 3032. Originally $250. Only $40.
Call957-2928 and leave message.

Compact disc player, good condition, $100 or best offer. 944-7248.

1-

10 speed bike, lots of extras, $100
or best offer. 944-7248.

•

l
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Summer Employment
Lakeside resort in High Sierra.
(209) 245-4760.

NEED
CASH?
Work on Fortune
500 companies'
marketing programs
on campus
$500+ each school
year, 2-4 hrs/week
placing & filling
posters on campus.
CALL 1 (800) 8211543 EST
We give
recomendations.

Brighten your life! ! Meet th11
someone special through our
Singles Club. Intro Singles Club
Box 3006, Boston, MA 02130.
PERSONALS

Hey Richard Daisey, I want my
50 bucks!

Big Bro Chris & Lil Sis Brigid &
Lil Sis Allyson are awesome.
Thanks for everything,
Your Phikeia, Paul
Thanks Big Bro J.R. & Big Sis
Kyndra for everything.

Rika,

Well, Easter has come and llone.•r
WAIT! What's this right here?
hope you enjoy it I love you.

LOST AND FOUND

The Pacifican would like to thank
Summer lifeguards needed at BranREWARD:Losta24"roundBLACK
James Miller for the use of his
nan Island State Recreational Area
BOLERO, very important that it be
l'..a,...niJIII'.....COmputer system this week. It was
near Rio Vista. Pay: $8.64/hr., housreturned. My head is getting cold!
a great help!
ing available. Must be in excellent
No, really, I need it back. Call 944physical condition and able to pass
.
7305
swim, eye and hearing tests. For ~-------------l Duck man,
more information call: (916) 777I exist in nothingness yet.. you
German Shepard puppy found .
are.
Nothing makes sense.
&.IIP1dlll~
5361, 8:00-4:30, 7 days.
Mostly black, approx. 5 months old.
Mau cium, Your Slightly
- - - - - - - - - - - - i Ifowner notfound, needs good home.
Tragic Gorilla -._...IIPn
Well behaved. Call 467-1720
WORK STUDY recipients for variMISCELLANEOUS
ous departments of the Library.
To the 1989 Spring Pledge Class
of
Delta Sigma Pi,
.wiiiiiiiOm~
Excellent hours, working conditions,
Hey All You Trekkies!
You're
doing
a
great
job.
and competitive salary. Training
Come See the Star Trek Bloopzrs
provided. Call Anne at x2434.
Keep up the good work!
Show on April 7,8,9, at 7&9pm in
The Brothers of Delta Sigma Pi UAsdlltO
the

Summer Job Got Vl u Whipped?
Take a break and spend this summer in
beautiful Lake Tahoe!
Work only 5 HOURS a day in Tahoe's finest casinos and
have plenty of time to enjoy all the summer activities
the lake has to offer.
·

AVERAGE INCOME
• $1000- $1500 per week

BENERTS

NIGHTLIFE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Parasailing
Jet Skiing
Water Skiing
Windsurfing
Boating
Backpacking
Hiking
Horseback Riding
5 Hour Shifts

World Famous Casinos
Unlimited 24 Hour Excitement
Headliner Entertainment
Elegant Gourmet Restaurants

SO IF lOU:
Have an outgoing personality, enjoy
working with the public and want to
make $1000- $1500 per week ...
CALL NOW!! POSITIONS ARE ALLING

1 (800) .423·6538, EXT. 6312

Ask for "TAHOE"

Summer is here and the
living is EAsy·...
at The Ridge Tahoe

